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ABSTRACT
Few people realize that during World War II, Camp Shelby in south Mississippi
was a detention site for German prisoners of war (POWs) where the United States
government engaged in reeducation efforts to de-Nazify soldiers in order to create a
democratic Germany after the war. The U.S. War Department hoped the success of this
program would create allies and prevent another war in the future. Despite the
reeducation program being in all POW camps in the U. S., Camp Shelby was distinctive
due to the racial politics of Mississippi during the height of the Jim Crow era. It is also
unique because there is evidence of resistance despite claims that the POWs were
submissive to American domination during their captivity. This research seeks to further
knowledge of Mississippi history with an anthropological interpretation drawing on
Foucault's studies ofbiopolitics and the role of the prisoner of war camp within the
"carceral archipelago" (Foucault, 1995).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The black and white photograph shows a group of men playing soccer in a dusty
field. Pine trees surround the field and bench seats made from pine logs form bleachers
for seating on one side of the field. The attire of the men suggests that this is not a recent
photo. A 1940s model vehicle in the distance confirms this. The men chase the soccer
ball out in the field, their soccer uniforms blazoning team colors. The audience of men
banters back and forth with each other as they watch the game played from their seats and
cheer for their opposing teams. The air is warm, the men are jovial as they drink their
refreshments of beer and enjoy the afternoon sun. At first glance, this photograph could
be from a Norman Rockwell studio of everyday Americana.
On second glance, there are parts of the scene that appear out of place. The
photograph does not have any women in the audience. In addition, near the edge of the
field, white fence posts glaring in their stark whiteness almost obliterate the barbed wire
attached to them. At the corner of the fence, almost out of the photograph' s range is a
guard tower with a gun angling down in the window. Focusing once again on the men in
the bleachers, I notice that there are letters on their uniforms -PW. It becomes clear that
the reason that there are no women is because these men are prisoners of war.
Few people realize that during World War II, Camp Shelby in south Mississippi
was a detention site for German prisoners of war (POWs) where the United States
government engaged in reeducation efforts to de-Nazify soldiers in order to create a
democratic Germany after the war. There were over 3000 POW soldiers kept at Camp
Shelby from 1943 until 1946. The U.S. War Department hoped the success of this
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program would create allies and prevent another war in the future. All POW camps in
the U. S. engaged in some form ofre-education efforts. Camp Shelby was distinctive due
to the racial politics of Mississippi during the height of the Jim Crow era. It is also
unique because there is evidence ofresistance despite claims that the POWs were
submissive to American domination during their captivity.
Disciplinary methods regimented POW camps similar to other penal institutions.

If POWs disobeyed Camp Shelby's rules, administrators disciplined them.
Simultaneously, Camp Shelby attempted to reshape the German POW Nazi ideology to
one of American Democracy. This concept ofreeducation created resistance in ways that
might be unnoticed at first glance. Camp Shelby was attempting to subjectify the POWs
into submission to its rules and the POWs were resistant to the biopolitical process.
Foucault terms biopolitics as the process ofregulating subjects by a political power' s
norms.
Unlike previous studies of subjectification where the focus of study is on the
actors, Foucault studies the effects of domination. He felt that prison systems represent a
model for society because, historically, society created prisons as it developed from
monarchies to states. Foucault noticed that as prisons created processes to control its
criminals, a form of resistance also developed. The processes of control include
observation, examination, and judgment (Foucault, 1995, p. 228). The study of penal
institutions is important to studies on body politics because it provides a controlled
environment in which power and hegemony may be studied (Foucault, 1995, p. 233).
The effect of power implies hegemony on the surface, but that is more the exception than
the rule.
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Militaries train soldiers using normalization processes to work together in tandem
(Foucault, 1995, p. 168). During this process, higher-ranking officers continuously
observe the soldiers, train them, and subject them to examinations in order to weed out
the ones the military labels as weak. This process of sorting continued until soldiers stop
viewing the process as abnormal and they condition themselves to see it as normal. Once
the process was finished, the military labeled these soldiers as successful because they
had completed the process of training and disciplined themselves to be part of the
military regime. Foucault terms these soldiers as "docile bodies" because they have
learned to respond to the normalization process without resistance - they perceive it as
"normal" (Foucault, 1995, p. 137; Garland, 1986, p. 847).
Figure 1 features a German soldier standing at attention, a former POW at Camp
Shelby taken before his capture. He is posing for the photo in a manner that hints he
accepts his label as a soldier. His gun beside him, his eyes not staring directly at the
camera, and his overall demeanor implies that he is what the German military expects a
soldier to do when commanded to attention.
Similar to training soldiers for the military, the American government selected
POWs it considered good candidates for re-education. Because they employed methods
of discipline to enforce the method, POWs created tactics ofresistance to the discipline
process and sabotaged the progression. Assuming the POWs would allow the process as
they had allowed their military training, the American government made a grave error
because doing so created an arena for resistance to American military biopolitics.
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Figure 1. German POW posing at attention in the field. Original photograph archived at
Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
'
According to Foucault, one simple form ofresistance, especially in the prisons
where criminals were forced to work, was by refusing to perform labor (Foucault, 1995,
p. 272). Similarly, citizens use the same tactics to demonstrate resistance to the state by
refusing part of the exploitation of their labor. The subjected formed created unions,
would be absent, quit their jobs, steal, and use any other deception to quantity or quality
of work (Foucault, 1995, p. 272). To prevent this, the state increased surveillance and
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created a system of administrators to enforce To combat this delinquency from occurring,
Foucault stated the agency increased surveillance of the deviants -typically performed by
administrators deemed qualified to do so (Foucault, 1995, p.267).
Statement of the Problem
In the case of Camp Shelby, American soldiers tasked with watching the German
POWs were typically lower in rank than the POWs. In the POWs' minds, these
American soldiers were inferior and therefore the POWs created their own organization
of control within the camps. This dual system of control by both the American military
and within the POW network likely contributed to the perception that the Americans had
control of the POWs because the camps operated in a seemingly controlled and peaceful
manner. The government found this was not the case, especially during the initial
separation process of sorting Nazis from the anti-Nazi POWs, an overly simplified
process for what the American government should have observed as a complex problem
because of the variety of ideological beliefs among the POWs (Billinger, 2000, p. 16).
Added to this, the American government did not even realize that the "American
Democratic" values they were trying to "re-educate" the POWs into did not exist. It was
a fabricated ideal perpetrated by White American citizens that only recognized equality
and democracy for Whites. The POWs recognized the socially accepted racism in
America as synonymous with Nazism simultaneously with the realization that they were
the subject of the American government exploitation. In order to protect themselves, the
POWs learned to manipulate the rules and gave the perception of peaceful coexistence,
all the while quietly resisting the process of biopolitics perpetuated by the American
government (Foucault, 1995, p. 308).
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The American government isolated German POWs from its citizens in every way
possible at the very beginning. Even Camp Shelby placed warning signs near the POW
facility, notifying anyone coming close that enemy POWs lived inside the compound.
Figure 2 is a photograph of the sign outside Camp Shelby POW camp, which illustrates
such warnings to the other soldiers at Camp Shelby and any other persons who had
access to the grounds. The sign attempts to and subjugate the enemies in the compound
by making them seem comical and non-threatening, even while using the term enemy.
During WWII, Camp Shelby was the largest military facility in the southeast at
that time and kept the POW camp outside of the actual boundary but still close enough to
utilize military personnel for guarding the POWs. This isolation allowed Germans
separation from the military base but also close enough to be used as labor.
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Figure 2. Entrance sign to Camp Shelby POW facility. Original photograph on file at
the Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
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The War Department attempted to associate POW work with the re-education
process after the POWs had already established working schedules incorporating labor.
Thus, German POWs resisted the re-education process formatted into their schedules.
They refused to work, claimed illness to avoid duties, and tried to escape.
They also used swastikas as symbolic of their displeasure -frequently flaunting
the symbol on ordinary objects with which they came into contact because of the negative
connotation Americans associated with it (Cook, 2006, pp. 431-432; Krammer, 1976, pp.
151-162). In one instance, a group of POWs carved swastikas into crops of tomatoes
they were ordered to pick by their American camp administrator (Cook, 2006, pp. 431 432). Another group of POWs created a swastika out of two different colors of roofing
tiles at a hospital, promptly earning them rations of bread and water for what the
American camp administrators deemed as a mean-spirited prank (Krammer, 1976, pp.
151-162).
Newspapers discussed possible threats of invasions by German U-boats
(submarines) and possible air raids by German planes, creating initial paranoia amongst
the citizens against the POWs ("Mississippi Guardsmen", 1942; Warren, 2004). Some
states were militant in protecting and isolating the prisoners from the citizens with POWs
not utilized outside of their compounds until after July 1943.
Before 1943, the belief was that the German military was undefeatable. However,
this mindset changed as it suffered a series of defeats in July 1943 while battling against
the Russians on Russian lands. Afterwards, the Allies felt it was a matter of time before
Germany was totally defeated and Hitler removed from power. It was during this time
that the War Department began contracting POWs to surrounding farms and industries
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instead of keeping them tied to labor on the bases (Hennes, 2004; Krammer, 1979;
Pritchet & Shea, 1979; Winschel, 1995).
German POWs had a comfortable existence while in the United States -especially
in comparison with other kinds of prisoners. They had freedoms within the camp that
other prisoners might not have had, such as access to alcohol, unrestricted diets, and
prevalent sources of entertainment such as theater and sports. They were guarded not by
a penal code but by the Articles of the 1929 Geneva Convention - and the POWs knew it
well. Many times, POWs would use that knowledge to their advantage (Levie, 1961).
All of the photographs of the POWs at Camp Shelby demonstrated the relaxed nature
within the camp as German POWs smiled for their photos. Figure 3 features German
non-commissioned officers, the highest-ranking POW officers on base. NCOs were free
from having to perform labor under the Articles of the 1929 Geneva Convention.

Figure 3. Camp Shelby POW Camp, Compound I, Company D, German NCOs.
Photograph archived at the Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby,
Mississippi.
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Similar to other penal institutions, POW camps had regimented routines to
dictate daily life. Each POW had specified chores along with their own daily tasks. They
also had work details with some used around Camp Shelby's base. The Geneva
Convention stated only enlisted soldiers were eligible for the benevolent county to use as
labor during shortages. Non-commissioned officers and higher-ranking officials were not
required to perform any type of labor but could be used as supervisors for the other
POWs (Articles of the Geneva Convention, 1929, Section 3).
The military arranged camps for ease of observation by the guards in the
watchtowers, with one watchtower at each corner of the camp. Escapes were minimal
and the towers gave the prisoners the feeling of constant surveillance. POWs that did try
to escape were punished by the camp administrators discourage repeat actions. The
overall plan of the towers and fences around the camps was to create the constant
perception of being watched and to encourage an introspective discipline to discourage
rebellion.
The Path to Resistance
During the fall semester of 2005, I discovered Camp Shelby's involvement in
World War II while doing research for an archaeological site listed as one of Camp
Shelby' s satellite POW camps. Growing up in the Hattiesburg area, I took Camp Shelby
for granted and never really paid much interest in it. Soon, I found myself increasingly
interested in a piece of local history that seemed to have been forgotten. At the time,
what I knew about Camp Shelby could easily be summed up in one paragraph. I soon
found myself looking at photos, oral histories, and camp reports for Camp Shelby. While
not able to find much information to save the archaeological site that I was originally
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assigned, I did find an interesting feature on Camp Shelby that seemed to be known to
only a few people in the area -a swastika that had been dug into the ground seemingly in
the middle of Camp Shelby.
I thought about the swastika and how it could have symbolic importance in some
way, but not on its own. Therefore, I began to read about resistance and Foucault's
theories. Foucault's theories of biopolitics, while sometimes difficult to interpret, offered
the best idea of resistance to control and ideas behind biopolitics. I knew it would be
difficult to try to create a thesis from limited material, but felt it necessary to try to place
at least the German POW camp on the map of biopolitical studies. In doing so, I
discovered that sometimes perceptions of impossibility could be deceiving ofreality.
At the beginning, one of the things that seemed to set Camp Shelby apart from
other World War II POW camps was the lack of evidence ofresistance among Camp
Shelby's prisoners that other prison camps seemed to have. No pranks, no fights, no
disorder at all. At least, that was what I thought when I first began my research. I
thought this might have had to do with the mainly egalitarian rank of the prisoners -they
consisted of a few lower rank commissioned medical officers housed separately from
non-commissioned officers and enlisted soldiers. Non-commissioned officers' quarters
were also separated from enlisted men's quarters.
Despite this separation of rank, and with the discovery of a diary from a German
officer, I found that there were instances of rebellion, and the prisoners were very
knowledgeable in ways of covert resistance (Hoo le, 1968). Prisoners refused to work;
they sabotaged work details, and broke the rules of the camp frequently. They also may
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have demonstrated their displeasure with American ideology by placing a symbol of their
own ideology inside the fences of the very camp that trained their enemies.
Significance of the Study
This research furthers knowledge of Mississippi history with an anthropological
interpretation drawing on Foucault's studies of biopolitics. Although Foucault's theories
ofbiopolitics focused on prisons in Discipline and Punish (1995), he did refer the same
ideas to all penal institutions -including POW camps because they used the same
processes of normalization with observation, examination, and normalization in an
attempt to re-educate the POWs in a controlled environment (Foucault, 1995, p. 228;
Foucault, 1995, p. 233). While Foucault did not specifically study POW camps, he did
provide a hypothesis of study for patterns of discipline and the ways resistance to
discipline was introduced in what he termed the "carceral archipelago", or penal system
(Foucault, 1995; Welch, 2009, p. 6).
Thesis Overview
Chapter II discusses the recent contributions in literature that relate to POW
biopolitics. It also reviews the creation of subjectivity and the potential for resistance in
prisoner of war camps. This chapter also includes literature concerning treatment of
Prisoners of War from other states in the U.S. and from different areas of the world and
how they can be incorporated in biopolitical studies.
Chapter III discusses how I became interested in the POW camp at Camp Shelby.
It also discusses my fieldwork that I used to gather evidence of resistance at Camp
Shelby that incorporated oral histories, archaeological evidence, and other sources for a
comparative analysis with other POW camps experiencing similar aspects of resistance. I
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discuss the limitations of my research and methods of compensating for bias in my
research.
Chapter IV discusses the demographic in the camp at Camp Shelby. It also
discusses the role ofracism and its effects on the POWs at Camp Shelby. The ability to
rebel was limited, but it did occur within the camp. Camp reports from the War
Department, oral histories and a confiscated diary were used as evidence, supplemented
by other sources.
Chapter V presents a discussion about knowledge, biopolitics and resistance
studies in prisoner of war camps. Studies of the POW camp at Camp Shelby would
benefit from further research as a mode of comparison in biopolitical study and the
evolution of current POW camps in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. Limits of research,
an assessment of different methodologies for future study and final conclusion complete
Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A New Form of Discipline
Foucault's studies of penal systems illuminate incidences ofresistance and
subjectification occurring in the POW camps by providing comparisons using various
prison systems. Foucault locates weaknesses and strengths between the prison system
and the criminals in the system. In order for him to understand the transition of discipline
from inflicting outward punishment on the body to one of reflective punishment, we have
to understand the history of the how penal systems develop (Foucault, 1995, p. 23).
In the beginning, criminals were punished through public displays in the centers
of towns under the auspices of the king and his court. As modern nations replaced these
systems, the terms of punishment had to change to reflect the needs of the state. Thus,
states began looking for ways to exercise power from within the society and not above it
(as kings had once done with claims of Divine Right). In making these changes, states
faced the challenge of eliminating the necessity for outward punishment while
simultaneously garnering societal acceptance of its power.
Foucault feels that the state achieved its goal by internalizing the control of
society through surveillance (Gordon, 1980, p. 38). The term surveillance means " close
watch kept over someone or something (as by a detective)" (Merriam-Webster, 2012).
Foucault goes further and applies the definition of surveillance as the state's ability to
control its population on an individual level as a surrogate to the public spectacle of
punishment in the town square (Foucault, 1995, p. 177). However, in order for this
process to be successful, society has to accept subjectification. Foucault defines
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subjectification as the process of constructing citizens who operate within a system of
control (Foucault, 1995, p. 183). By creating laws to control a society and the population
choosing to follow those laws, citizens are allowing the state to subject them to the state's
control. If citizens choose not to obey the state, the state labels them as deviants who are
subject to disciplinary actions. This concept of discipline is not just about punishment of
a citizen's body, but also seeks to correct the source of deviancy-the mind (Foucault,
1995, p. 101). Foucault's study uses penal systems in an analogous manner, maintaining
that modem societies promote internalized correction and self-control as a form of power
(Foucault, 1995, p. 221; Garland, 1986, p. 847).
Internalized self-control keeps people obedient, while the state disciplines
deviants who break the rules. The perception of constant supervision drives people to
obey the established rules, thus decreasing the will for misconduct and encouraging
obedient behavior. This society will eventually accept the idea of the state watching
them as normal, and the notion of state surveillance becomes so commonplace that
citizens no longer notice evidence of possible surveillance. Foucault states that this is
why prisons can operate in the center of cities and people do not seem to notice the high,
bricked walls and the razor wire surrounding them. In addition, police protect citizens
from criminals and replace the citizens' fear of crime with the feeling of safety because
the state has locked the criminals in prisons (Gordon, 1980, p. 47).
Technological advances have caused surveillance equipment to become a more
economical asset to the state's societal control, as cameras have become more
numerous-and often more noticeable-than police officers, and crime seems to
diminish (become hidden). Rules and laws become enmeshed with internal views of
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morality (Gordon, 1980, p. 71). Citizens would rather behave and follow the rules rather
than be subjected to punishment. In time, conformity becomes second nature and
inspires synchronicity within society (Foucault, 1995, p. 112). It is only when knowledge
of subjectification on the individual becomes apparent that resistance to that power's
subjectification is introduced. For Foucault, the prison provides the perfect environment
to observe body politics in action because it is a controlled environment where the roles
of the criminals and the administrators are well known to both parties and the state is the
established system of control (Foucault, 1995, p. 231 ).
Knowledge and Power
Foucault's views of power and knowledge can be somewhat challenging because
he does not finitely define them except to say they profoundly connected to one another.
He refers to power as a mos_aic of control and its recognition comes from finding where it
represses even though he does not limit power as domination of the powerful over the
powerless (Foucault, 1995, p. 143; Foucault, 1995, p. 149; Gordon, 1980, p. 90). Instead,
he views history as an important factor in power because history demonstrates power's
effects as it develops through time. It is this view that makes his approach to biopolitics
so appealing to other anthropologists as a theoretical background to their research (Axel,
2002; Bunzl, 2004, p. 440). Other scholars agree with the importance of incorporating
histories with the evolution of power in order to understand how its present structure
developed and how it could influence in the future (Foucault, 1995, p. 23 ; Stoler, 2006, p.
95; Turda, 2007, p. 441). Because of his multi-level approach to power and his stress of
the importance of its history, many scholars incorporate Foucault's main arguments in
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their research when structuring their own views of power relations in association to
marginalized groups (Comaroff, 1982, p. 148).
In essence, Foucault believes that knowledge creates the ability to recognize
power and that power creates knowledge. Many times, Foucault uses
"power/knowledge" when discussing power or knowledge because he feels they are so
inter-connected. For him, they are fundamentally intertwined through knowledge
creating a system of power and the ability to use that power/knowledge to perpetuate the
forms of discipline necessary to correct and shape society to benefit the system (Foucault,
1995, p.192)
These systems fall into three basic forms: authoritarian, bureaucratic, and
professional. Authoritarian forms are the most fluid of the three and can be applied in
almost any situation -parents, military superiors, bosses, etc. Bureaucratic forms handle
the legal aspect from the lawmakers to the judges that pass sentence on crimes.
Professional systems are the ones who rank based on their level of education that made
them qualified to perform their duties - teachers, doctors, and psychiatrists. In this way,
Foucault demonstrates that power was not limited to the state but can be applied in all
aspects of modem society - from life, reproduction, sexuality, race, history, and even
death (Gordon, 1980, p. 56).
In discipline, in order for correction of a subject to occur, the subject must not
actively understand that they are being controlled. Instead, the subject should want
correction but will also push the knowledge of the correction into the back of their mind
(Foucault, 1995, p. 217). Secrecy and autonomy are requirements in order for the
corrective discipline to complete. A hierarchy of control manages the corrective
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discipline where the bottom of the hierarchy contains subjects under complete direct
power of the top (Foucault, 1995, p. 192-193). Knowledge of their subjectification could
only happen after correction was complete because the punishing power must remain
hidden (Foucault, 1995, p. 200).
The process of observation leads to more knowledge about individuals that can be
used to subjectify them further. More knowledge also reveals that contrary to the
subject's thoughts modern society exercises its control systems of power out in the open
-like the security camera on the street corner -only within their minds are the systems of
control seemingly hidden (Foucault, 1995, p. 201). Once the "hidden" becomes obvious,
this knowledge creates new rules of discipline as the shift is made from one system of
power to another new one. This biopolitical jockeying between different systems is why
Foucault states, "power is everywhere" (Foucault, 1995, p. 105; Gordon, 1980, p. 92;
Kelly, 1994).
Other scholars agree with Foucault's assessment of power's effects but have
difficulty understanding the idea of knowledge of a subject's subjectification as hidden
from them. For example, Scott theorizes that in order for power to exist, both the
subjected and the agent of power have to have knowledge of the subjectification for it to
be successful. In fact, he argues that subjects resist their subjectification only when their
marginalization does not suit their agendas. In sum, if power is everywhere, then the
knowledge that created it should also be constant for all parties involved (Scott, 1977a;
Scott, 1977b).
By studying social control, one can create a sort of genealogy of penal discourse
with the power-knowledge-discipline. This dynamic influenced not just the studies of
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modem penal systems in Europe and the United States, but also included modem and
historic anthropological studies of colonialism, racism, gender, and bias in the methods of
study (Axel, 2002; Comaroff & Comaroff, 2002; Galloway, 2006; Malkki, 1995; Mintz,
1985; Scott, 1977a; Scott 1977b; Stoler, 2002a; Stoler 2002b). For example, studies of
the power-knowledge-discipline influenced the thoughts of biases of control in
colonialism and the historic impact of colonialism in discourse about archival records in
India (Axel, 2002).
Three Forms of Control in Modem Discipline
In order for discipline to be successful, three forms of control are necessary:
hierarchical observation, normalizing judgment, and examination (Foucault, 1995;
Welch, 2009, p. 8). In hierarchical observation, supervision of individuals is maximized
in order to maintain power. It begins by establishing physical boundaries maximizing
supervision and seclusion by geography. Architecture of the institution further enhances
this ability to supervise and maintain order. The final step occurs when individuals
internalize the supervision into docile obedience thus making them useful and compliant
or suffering punishment as a consequence (Foucault, 1995, p. 215; Welch, 2009, p. 8). A
model of this form of control is already in existence within military camps. Groups of
administrators and officers operate military camps. This assemblage of administrators
have knowledge of new soldiers serving as the observed groups - and are the ones who
administer punishments (part of the discipline) when necessary.
Normalized judgment is the process where a desired behavior is made to seem
"normal" or natural to the individual (Welch, 2009, p. 10). Disciplines are techniques
used to ensure order of the masses while focusing on the functions of the individual
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(Foucault, 1995, p. 218). Normalized judgment acts as a separate system from the
hierarchical observation and is the judicial arena for establishing the forms of disciplinary
actions needed to correct. Yet, it also performs as enforcer of judicial rules established
by laws. That is, in order for normalization to be corrective, it must be observed as
corrective by the subject and there must be rules (or laws) for normalization to enforce.
According to Foucault, consistency was crucial in creating a docile "normalized"
individual by using minimal force on the body and maximum subtle corrective strategies
(Foucault, 1995, p. 221; Welch, 2009, p. 11). This discipline expands to include the
individual' s mind (morality) as the corrective strategies seek to correct moral judgment
into docile obedience. Unfavorable and extreme systems of control used to achieve this
are manipulation, deprivation, stress, and isolation.
Examination uses similar techniques to normalization while determining the
process of conditioning through documentation and hierarchical observation (Welch,
2009, p. 12). Written progress reports enhance regimental control of the individual and
made them a "case" to be observed -formalizing their inclusion into power relations
referred to as "biopolitics" (Welch, 2009, p. 12). It acts as an exclusionary force by
culling those individuals that do not "make the list." In addition, the examination is
where discovery of possible resistance and rebellion to the normative process can be
found within individuals. Examination of rebellion and its eventual exclusion (or
suppression) from society reaffirmed Foucault' s belief that power was all encompassing
in the body and did not necessarily "press against it" (Welch, 2009, p . 12). In fact,
Foucault considered delinquency as a consequence of power that could be used to
reaffirm the need for more social control, not a contradiction (Foucault, 1995, p. 272).
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The Relationship between Forms of Control and Knowledge Production
Foucault used the prison institution as a model of how domination is achieved in a
contemporary world (Garland, 1986, p. 847; Welch, 2009, p. 4). Through surveillance,
Foucault theorized modem society is transitioning to a simulated prison system where
people are "guarded" much the same way that a maximum-security prison guards
prisoners - under surveillance of a hierarchical authority (Gordon, 1980, pp. 146-165;
Foucault, 1995, p. 170). He focused his discussion on prisoner systems because the
prison is the perfect place to observe body politics in action (Foucault, 1995, p. 231).
Foucault believes power is an action and it can only be studied by its effects (Foucault,
1995, p. 161 ). Power is everywhere and "exercised continuously in the very foundations
of society" (Foucault, 1995, p. 208). By studying power, (the relationships) between
forming and transforming "norms, practices, and self-understandings which compose
politics" become evident (Digeser, 1992, p. 990). The studies of these relationships are
helpful not just in describing current modes, but the retrospection of what created them.
According to Digeser (1992), Foucault's concept of power provides a means for studying
how groups are manipulated and marginalized through politics and other activities (p.
990).
Prison systems reproduce all the mechanisms found in the society -detention,
correction, transformation -and are recognized as "apparatuses for transforming
individuals" (Foucault, 1995, p. 233). Militaries fall within the parameter of the prison as
they have a limiting and controlling effect on the individual - what Foucault termed as
"deprivation of liberty" (Foucault, 1995, p. 232). The form of control they practice on
the individual includes limiting space by close quarters with other soldiers, rigid
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schedules, strict adherence to policy, and rewards for good conduct. Prisoner of war
camps are under the umbrella of military institutions because prisoners are soldiers
captured during times of war or conflict. Therefore, by design, the same principles
described by Foucault of prisons should be included under the same parameters of study
for POW camps because they are a subcategory of the military with the Articles of the
Geneva Conventions as the laws for maintaining control and order. The hierarchical
authority in POW camps included the U.S. War Department at the top down to the
American guards that watched the POWs from the guard towers.

~

Guardhouse

Figure 4. Camp Shelby POW church - top of guardhouse in the background. Photo
courtesy of Camp Shelby Military Museum.
Creation of Subjectivity
In the prison systems, prisoners' debts to society include public labor. Prisoners
owe a debt for their food and shelter to the taxpayers that support them. As such, states
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believe the prisoners' bodies belong to society; therefore, public works were required as
punishment and to serve as a symbol to society of the debt the person owes it for its
support (Foucault, 1995, p. 109). The overreaching goal of utilizing this system was to
make the punishment not only adequate to the crime to society but to get everyone to
participate willingly in the punishment (Foucault, 1995, p. 127). For example, prisoners
are frequently utilized in areas where there are low-skilled labor shortages in an effort to
keep productivity at status-quo. Prisons' administrators learn that instances of rebellion
decreased when prisoners were kept busy than when they were isolated within their cells
and had time to think of ways to resist. Some prisoners even welcomed the labor because
it kept them occupied while they were serving their prison sentence. While the willing
acceptance to punishment is a common theme among penal studies, how this willingness
is engaged is the subject of debate.
Penal labor may be used as a "constitution of a power relation, a schema of
individual submission and adjustment to a production apparatus" (Foucault, 1995, p.
243). This is not to say that Foucault was a Marxist and limits control only to production.
He does not support the notion of Marxist thought and calls it limiting by doing so
(Gordon, 1980, p. 53). Instead, Foucault argues that the concept of penal labor was only
an apparatus of further subjectification by power. Once power produces the desired
control of the subject's body, "power finds itself exposed to a counterattack in that same
body" (Gordon, 1980, p. 56). For Foucault, the idea of resistance to power is normal
because it is through this that transitions of power can occur (Gordon, 1980, p. 57).
Otherwise, there would be no change in the process and power would be at status quo
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now as it was in years past. "The idea of resistance suggests the empirical hypothesis
that no regime can master its subjects" (Digeser, 1992, p. 990).
Foucault believes warfare was a way of conducting politics within society. He
did not view acts of war as necessarily bad, mainly as a tactical means of preventing the
complete disruption of civil order and peace (Foucault, 1995, p. 168). By their very
nature, militaries are disciplined to keep peace by the knowledge that their soldiers are
trained to kill for the government they represent as well as bring control over social
bodies that were defeated in political wars (Foucault, 1995, p. 168). For this reason, he
believed that militaries are established as a way to contain war and to be subservient to
society at the same time. His view of the military is that subjects are disciplined in the
same manner as prisons -through hierarchical observation, normalized judgment, and
examination -and that they have become less individualized and more socialized.
Military discipline creates what he terms as a "docile body" - a soldier that can be
manipulated as part of the military machine (Foucault, 1995, p. 138; Garland, 1986, p.
847).
Foucault described the soldier as the ideal of what a "docile body" should be disciplined by rank and controlled by repetition of duties that are created in a manner to
stifle individualism and instead operate as a unified efficient machine. By making a body
docile, one is actually controlling it. The military mastered this - the movements of each
soldier were trained individually, yet moved in rhythm so the soldiers together
symbolically replicated a fluid, rhythmic machine. It was done with constant subtle
coercion in a disciplined fashion (Foucault, 1995, p. 137).
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Everything from schedules of daily activities, punishment for infractions, to
tactical exercises was conducted in order to create social cohesion and maintain
operations of parts of a machine (Foucault, 1995, p. 168). The results of this control was
visible -a soldier standing erect, shoulders back and squared, legs together, hands at sides
-rigid, regimented, controlled. He takes pride in being part of this elite group of
individuals selected by examination and observation, and normalized to the requirements
and discipline of being a soldier (Foucault, 1995, p. 135).
According to Foucault, they are also "political puppets" to be used by the political
machine to subject individuals to law and order and the eventual normalization of the
society (Foucault, 1995, p. 136). For soldiers, "discipline is a political anatomy of detail"
(Foucault, 1995, p. 139). In other words, while detail is typically a characteristic of
individuality, the political control has subtly transformed it into a characteristic of
society. As such, soldiers can be regimented and controlled by militaries as long as they
use the same form of regimentation that is used in the initial process of normalization.
This form of programming and reprogramming has been a part of the military for
centuries and utilizes not just architecture in the surroundings and the discipline of their
physical bodies, but also space and symbolism (Foucault, 1995, p. 143). Docile bodies
should not resist power that has similar regimentation to which they are accustomed.
Totalizing Nature of Power and Potential for Resistance
Discipline is a type of power that is enforced by groups Foucault declares as
"authorities" -those who create normalization techniques that are supposed to make
persons want to assimilate within a group. In so doing, individuals are categorized with
the purpose of being incorporated and not as individuals, per se. Rejection of the
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assimilation process leads to expulsion or marginalization from others in the group
(Foucault, 1995, p. 184). The first principle of normalization is reformation. Reformation
of a person can only be achieved if the individual is isolated through accepted solitude
and self-reflection so that maximum observation by authorities is guaranteed not to be
sabotaged by other influences (Foucault, 1995, p. 237). Consistent activity, such as labor
or even including lengths of time devoted to meditation, was a form of isolation and
listed as the second principle of normalization. Ideally, the activity cannot be seen as
coerced or forced because to do so introduces an outside element of power and can lead
to strikes or refusal to work (Foucault, 1995, p. 240). The third principle of
normalization declares that prisons should "be an instrument for modulation of penalty" meaning the prison is in charge of the corrective disciplines needed to create a
normalized individual to be reintroduced into society.
Hierarchies in authority are easily defined in prisons because they were limited
within the institution (Foucault, 1995, p. 146). Any resistance to authority by an
individual will be more prevalent in the examination process and viable for removal in
order to benefit the group. An example of such would be the state sentencing a prisoner
to incarceration due to brutality against police. This person would automatically be
isolated from prisoners the state had not prosecuted for the same crime because the
process of examination sorts and isolates distinct groups from each other (Foucault, 1995,
p. 143). Categorization and isolation of the groups allows the normalization and
supervision processes by states' authorities to transition with ease and little interruption.
However, even Foucault notes, "the prison cannot fail to produce delinquents. It
does so by the very type of existence it imposes on its inmates" (Foucault, 1995, p. 266).
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If the normalization process was corrupted in any way, then recidivism in the penal
system became the norm leaving rehabilitation as almost impossible. Foucault used this
discovery as reasoning for the possible link to high recidivism rates in prisons (Foucault,
1995, p. 265).
Corruption within the normalization process can happen in many ways. Within
the prison systems, the small supervisor to prisoner ratio is one area that corruption can
occur as enterprising prisoners and even guards thwart the surveillance system in place
for their own gain (Gordon, 1980, p. 38). Episodes of fear, exploitation, and
demoralization of the prisoners while supposedly under intense scrutiny by only a few
supervisors substantiate this claim. For example, a corrupt prisoner can barter with
guards to turn a "blind eye" to exploitation of one prisoner or group of prisoners over
others. Prison guards and supervisors might place a prisoner that does not sympathize
with an oppressor in solitary confinement, hard labor, or even beatings.
Typically, wardens and guards that hold positions of authority were not equipped
to handle their supervisory tasks (Foucault, 1995, p. 270). As such, they could be
influenced by outside forces -and in some instances, the prisoners themselves. Prisoner
labor was typically cheaper than standard labor performed by workers, and entrepreneurs
(other prisoners, wardens, and possibly guards) used prisoners for their labor as a way to
amass wealth (Pritchett & Shea, 1979; Smith, 1994). This corruption created groups of
prisoners who began to detest the penal system. More prisoners that are enterprising hold
in higher levels of importance than other prisoners do as a hierarchy of corruption built
within the prison walls.
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In the early prison systems of Foucault' s studies, corruption does not stop behind
the prison walls but rather follows into society once a prisoner is released from prison.
Foucault theorizes that this is because the prison system creates recidivism by its very
design with delinquency an active part of its production (Gordon, 1980, p. 39).
Recidivism rates increased because police subjected freed inmates to intense scrutiny and
interrogation after they were released. Freedom from prison did not guarantee immediate
acceptance back into society, and many former inmates found themselves without shelter,
unable to find employment and provide for themselves. Many went back into the penal
system because they knew that they would at least have a roof over their heads and food
to eat (Foucault, 1995, p. 267).
These example penal systems also encourage multigenerational delinquency, as
many prisoners within were the main providers for their families outside of prison. Loss
of the head of families creates hardship, as the women have to take over those duties on
top of their own duties as caregivers. Wives were either unable to find work and provide
for their families or forced to take subpar occupations that limited supervision or
enforced neglect of their children because of odd work hours. Eventually, these
neglected children would find themselves in the system too as they tried to find ways to
gamer food and shelter not forthcoming at home (Foucault, 1995, p. 268).
For Foucault, delinquency was a consequence of the penal system rather than a
cause of it. Failure of the prison was because the "differential administration of
illegalities through mediation on penality formed part of those mechanisms of
domination" in the first place (Foucault, 1995, p. 272). Foucault terms this as a hierarchy
of disorder that serves to maintain delinquency, encourage recidivism, transform an
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occasional offender into a habitual one, and allows for a closed, hierarchical organization
of delinquency to develop that extends beyond the prison's barriers (Foucault, 1995, p.
272). He also claims that examples of delinquency can be recognized in the historic
record from the rejection of kings to the economic disruptions that create wars.
Sometimes resistance moves slowly within societies with rejection of labor such as the
formation of unions, absenteeism, work abandonment, deception and theft of raw
materials.
Additionally, prisons are where the criminal hierarchy of resistance to the penal
systems becomes specialized. One could also argue that the penal system creates crime
and is not failing, but is thriving because it gives form to a type of controlled delinquency
(Foucault, 1995, p. 276). This delinquency is a less dangerous form ofresistance to the
system because it can be contained through surveillance of the prison and used to benefit
the prison system (Foucault, 1995, p. 277). The delinquency can be concentrated,
supervised, and diverted to less dangerous forms or even disarmed completely. The
normalization processes are applied again; only in this instance, it reinforces recidivism
as the norm and not as an isolated event.
Foucault believes this study of biopolitics in the prison system can incorporated
other institutions, including those in the military. He uses the prison for his study
because it fits certain criteria that he feels are elemental to his research: it had models of
hierarchy, models of "docile bodies," and supervision over individuals who resisted the
"disciplinary normalization" process (Foucault, 1995, pp. 294-296). Based on his
findings, he argues that discipline operates at every level of the social body and operates
some form of discipline, usually focused on the body (Pickett, 1996, p. 445). As such,
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forms of resistance will also focus mainly on the body as those who resist gain the
knowledge and power of how to counteract the control wielded on their bodies (Foucault,
1995, p. 296). This form of control and its counteraction are what Foucault refers to as
body politics, or bio-politics (Foucault, 1995, p. 308).
An important aspect of recognizing elements of biopolitics when it is not blatantly
described as such is to look at symbolic meanings of actions, structures, language, and
even their absence. Symbolism plays an integral part in studies of power and resistance.
From the architecture of the buildings to the punishments used as discipline -each one is
a symbolic gesture created to demonstrate the control or power of society to conform the
individuals (Foucault, 1995, p. 185).
In terms of repression, symbolism becomes part of the resistance when the
repressed cannot openly rebel for fear of retaliation. Limiting space, confining, and
creating feelings of imprisonment are also forms of the symbolic power to repress - to
hide (Malkki, 1995; Stoler, 2006, p. 128). Repression of freedom because of the color of
one' s skin is global in its ties to colonialism (Stoler, 2002b). Racism is perpetrated
through selective inclusion via "symbolic of blood" - where offspring of mixed ethnicities
where one was subversive to another were automatically considered part of the
subversive ethnicity (Stoler, 2002a, p. 151). Women were considered the "weaker sex"
because they were more gracile in their bone structure than men were. The key to finding
symbolic meaning is to look for what creates the dichotomous "other" as a form of
exclusion (Stoler, 2002a, p. 46).
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Resistance to Foucault
Most anthropologists using Foucault's theories of biopolitics do not debate that
power and resistance to that power exist. The argument is in who is active in knowledge
to the subjectification process, how to transcribe that knowledge, and how the resistance
is incorporated within the process. In other words, Foucault opened the door for more
opportunities to define resistance. Biopolitical studies can include not just prison
systems, but any social groups that may be marginalized or repressed by others -from
racism, national identity, imperialism, gender studies, etc. The key to such studies is in
knowing what and where to look for its occurrence.
For Sc(?tt, knowledge is not limited to the controller or the one responsible for the
suppression of liberties. Instead, Scott suggests that everyone involved -including the
dominated individuals are quite aware of what is happening and have even created open
and covert roles of resistance in response to discipline (Scott, 1977b, p. 211 ). Unlike
Foucault, who viewed resistance as a post-script to subjects' knowledge of their
domination, Scott theorizes the goal of resistance is not to overthrow the system and
create a new one but for the subjected to survive (Scott, 1985, p. 301). Power is
negotiated between all parties - and sometimes, there is not a simple justification for why
certain groups will allow themselves to be dominated (Scott, 1979, p. 99). This is a
similar perspective held by Sidney Mintz in discussing subjectification of sugar cane
laborers (1985, p. 85).
Negotiation creates a shift in the biopolitical process between "soft" discipline
and "hard" discipline. Foucault hints at this divide in Discipline and Punish when he
discusses "different models of training" as the "hard" discipline of the prison system to
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the "soft" discipline by parents in guiding behaviors to conform to norms in society
(Foucault, 1995, p. 294; Gordon, 1980, p. 45). Both systems use the same functions of
discipline: observation, examination, and normalization. However, the level of pressure
placed on the body in order to accept the discipline differs between excessive force to
conform in "hard" discipline and less force in "soft" discipline. Scott also discusses this
pressure and the negotiation between both types of discipline and its resistance in feudal
systems Southeast Asia in what he refers to as "great" and "little" traditions (Scott,
1977b, p. 211).
Rather, these studies view resistance as a gradual eroding of the processes of
power that limits and marginalizes laborers. The laborers avoid direct confrontation in
which the oppressors would most definitely win; instead choosing strategies to suit the
needs of the laborers and not the authority. Mintz and Scott theorize the laborers use
their knowledge of the system to counteract and negotiate the terms of their
subjectification. This form of soft discipline benefits all parties involved as the subjects
and the authorities create a negotiated agreement of tolerance to the situation.
Their studies represent a presentation of the marginalized and the system of
knowledge the subjects created to counteract their repression. For Scott' s studies, the
peasants found ways to undermine their feudal lords without leaving themselves open to
punishment. In Mintz's studies, the oppressed were his interpreters and had to translate
their actions in order for him to understand how they undermined the plantation owners.
By creating a unique interpretation of the common lexicon known only to them and not
their oppressors, they were creating a knowledge schema outside of what was controlled
- thus a linguistic form of rebellion, even though they continued with the labor that was
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placed upon them (Mintz, 1985). The oppressed may even go so far as to develop a
method of their own private form of punishment in order to limit the punishments from
their oppressors (Stoler, 2009, p. 191 ).
Some scholars view Foucault's theories on power and resistance are oppressive in
its own right. Philip argued that Foucault' s style and language made analysis difficult
deliberately and that Foucault avoided conflict in his arguments by maintaining that
power and resistance are not mutually exclusive but that neither excludes the other either
(Philip, 1983, p. 30). In defense of Foucault, it should be noted that he prefers not to
limit his concepts with labels because it limits their meanings (Gordon, 1980, p. 52).
Foucault views words just as powerful as actions because of their role in discourse
(Gordon, 1980, p. 38).
Wandel agrees with Philip in the assumption that if power and repression are a
dichotomous relationship, one must be negative and the other positive because of the
polarities such terminology creates. It does not matter how the levels of power and
repression fit in between the two (Wandel, 2001, p. 374). For Philip, "One either speaks
Foucault' s language, or one is condemned by it" (Philip, 1983, p. 50). Perhaps the
knowledge of Foucault's dislike for labels in his concepts did not favor in their
discussions.
Foucault's terminology was also problematic for Brown in that he believed
Foucault' s dialect was too limiting and posed the possibility of bias by creating the
anthropological "Other" between power/knowledge and resistance (Brown, 1996, p. 730).
According to Brown, some social groups see themselves as having transcended the need
for resistance because they consider themselves as having risen above repression -
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something Brown feels Foucault does not take into account (Brown, 1996, p. 730).
However, Foucault's later studies biopolitics do discuss the "soft" approach to discipline,
which includes studies like this (Foucault, 1995, p. 294; Gordon, 1980, p. 45).
While crediting Foucault with defining the disciplinary power in penal
institutions, Toth also felt Foucault romanticized the discourse of it by failing to account
for the role random events outside of the agency's control and its effects on the
individuals involved (Toth, 1999, p. 59). Toth uses the case of French citizens deemed as
malfeasant by French society were sent to New Caledonia for restoration to a moral life
as colonial labor. By France using its own citizens for "hard" labor to expand its domain,
it possibly set the stage for its penal colonies' eventual capitulation because contrasting to
the ideal described by Foucault; these colonies had dramatic increases in violence by its
own citizens sent to be reformed. To Toth, the idea that "the ideological basis of the
penal colony, to rid society of its irredeemable citizens, all the while clinging to the hope
they might still be redeemed through hard work in a ritual setting, was deeply conflicted"
(Toth, 1999, p. 73).
Studies of Prisoners of War
Historians are the chief authors of World War II POWs studies to date. As such,
these accounts are not typically written from an anthropological perspective, especially
not one that facilitates easy research on biopolitics. Sources include oral histories
collected from POWs after the war with only few references taken from journals written
during World War II. For years after the war, the U.S. government limited access to
government documents to substantiate or refute former POWs experiences during the
war. However, thirty years later, the government finally allowed access to those records
and it is then studies on POWs increased. One of the first substantial compilations of
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German POW history in American camps is Nazi Prisoners of War in America because it
takes a holistic approach in descriptions of POW camps all around the U .S. (Krammer,
1979). From there, subsequent biographies compared and contrasted POW camps within
their own states to those described by Krammer.
No sources on POWs specifically list biopolitical discourse as part of their
discussion. However, they do use synonymous words such as "struggles, experiences,
treatment" and other vocabulary that can be interpreted as part of discourse in biopolitics
-where another group in all aspects of their lives subjects one group to control.
Therefore, it is not too large of a stretch to interpret the information based on the
terminology as to suit the study at hand. POW studies include recent research with the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan-especially in contrasting the treatment of the two ethnic
groups by American soldiers (Welch, 2009).
Arnold Krammer' s Nazi Prisoners of War in America reviewed the United States
War Department's policies regarding handling of over 300,000 German POWs -only a
small percentage of which were truly fanatical Nazis. Krammer uses archival research,
interviews, and photographs to demonstrate the humane treatment POWs received while
at the camps. Other authors support this conclusion of humane treatment as necessary as
insurance for American troops held prisoner overseas (Billinger, 1979; Shea & Pritchett,
1982). Ideological struggles inside some camps were common at first, leading to the U.
S. War Department's contention to separate the POWs based on nationality and ideology
(Krammer, 1979, p. 162). The War Department designated some POW camps as "antiNazi" in their political leaning or "pro-Nazi" (Billinger, 1979). One such "anti-Nazi"
camp was Camp Blanding located near Starke, Florida. Camp McCain, located near
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Grenada, Mississippi was listed unofficially as an "anti-Nazi" camp by the government,
too (Billinger, 2000, p. 223). Fanatical Nazis were transferred to a designated "pro-Nazi"
camp in Alva, Oklahoma (Billinger, 2000, p. 67, Krammer, 1979). Prior to ideological
separation of POWs, acts of violence and terrorism were known to happen in most of the
first POW camps established, with camps' administration having little ability to control
outbreaks (Koop, 1988; Shea & Pritchett, 1982, p. 13). POWs suffered from bullying,
clandestine beatings, and isolation tactics to enforce humiliation and domination by
oppressing POW groups (Hudnall, 2006). Many times, this domination was carried out
right in front of the American guards without their knowledge (Hudnall, 2006; Krammer,
1979, p. 162). Billinger (2000), Cook (2006), and Krammer (1979) have discussed
similar experiences in conflicting ideologies between groups. Some POWs committed
suicide to escape the taunting, as did one POW at Camp Clewiston, Florida (Billinger,
2000, p. 84).
Unfortunately, some POWs used funerals as a means to mark other POWs as
"traitors." In a POW camp in Texas, a funeral ceremony was held for a POW that
committed suicide but had no one attending the ceremony. Funeral ceremonies for
POWs declared as "weak" or a "traitor" was surveillances by other POWs; anyone
attending the funeral was marked as a sympathizer and the torment shifted to that POW
(Gansberg, 1977, pp. 54-55).
Once perceived troublemakers were removed and isolated, camps settled into
placid routine with few escape attempts by the prisoners. Partly, this was due to the
realization that life in the camps was much better than the war at home or being at other
POW camps in Europe (Krammer, 1976; Krammer, 1979). It could also be attributed to
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POWs quickly learning to be cautious in openly displaying their political views around
the American authorities (Billinger, 2000, p. 57).
Billinger's study of Florida's German POW camps offers comparative value in
discussing POW treatment within camps. Florida's POWs shared similar treatment to
those at Camp Shelby's POW camp. Like Camp Shelby's POWs, there were no deaths
from murders and no shootings, even though there were initial conflicts between groups
of POWs (Billinger, 2000). Partial reasoning of this can be attributed to the War
Department's eventual realization that the prisoners needed to be segregated not just by
ideology, but also by ethnic group (Billinger, 2000, p. 54). For example, initial
documents associated with a POW sent to Camp Blanding list him as "German."
However, subsequent investigation found that the "German" POW was actually a
Polish POW drafted into the German Army (Billinger, 2000, p. 54). Soon, non-German
POW camps were created by shifting POWs between the camps. One such camp was
located at Camp Butner, North Carolina (Billinger, 2000, p. 54). Interestingly,
Billinger' s research list itself as "an examination of Florida's experience with German
prisoners (that is) essentially the study of the evolution of the POW facility at Camp
Blanding, the main POW base in Florida" (Billinger, 1979, p. 161).
Even when American intelligence failed to segregate the prisoners by ideology,
the prisoners were good about self-exclusion in order to protect themselves from
perceived harm (Billinger, 2000, pp. 55-58). Compounds already separated them with
similar ranks grouped together, and limited by the number of POWs each facility could
house due to sanitary concerns. Aside from this separation, prisoners would further
group themselves by shared interests in an effort to make the best out of their situation.
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POW camps were typically located on fringes of military bases or in rural areas
without heavy traffic. This isolation along with media blackout policy kept local
knowledge limited to those who actually worked directly with POWs (Billinger, 2000, p.
1). The media blackout policy was an effort by the War Department to limit the media's
knowledge of POW camps to only instances that might endanger the citizens - like POW
escapes. The War Department feared the media would see the healthy German POWs
and perceive the War Department as being weak and coddling-which was actually the
case after the re-education program was publicized during September 1944 (Billinger,
2000, p. 119). The combined tactics of isolation likely assisted in keeping the peace
within the camps in Florida (Billinger, 1994).
Interning the soldiers initially created problems not only within the camp amongst
the prisoners, but also within the communities nearby as citizens initially feared an attack
by the POWs. Eventually, the communities realized that the POWs kept at camps nearby
had no interest in creating problems and there is documentation of some POWs and
citizens becoming friends (Koop, 1988; Shea & Pritchett, 1982).
Other authors discuss similar treatment and reactions to the POWs in other states
(Butler, 1973). However, what became most notable in these sources is in the polarized
treatments of the white non-American POWs concerning American citizens of non-white
ethnic groups, especially about the harsh treatment toward Japanese-American and
African-American citizens by their own government (Cowley, 2002; Daniels, 1998;
Smith, 1994). With about one-third of the predominantly white population consisting of
German ancestry, shared ethnicity seems to be the reasoning for German POWs to have
fewer restrictions placed on them than the citizens of Japanese descent labeled as
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"Enemy-Alien" and forced into internment camps against their will (Cowley, 2002).
Similar experiences of a perceived shared "whiteness" between POWs and citizens have
been documented in other sources from around the U. S. (Fiedler, 2003, p.32; Heisler,
2007; Kochavi, 2005; Sanson, 1999, p. 195).
Similarities between POW camps include the attention to structured living
simulating the military rigidity and attention to detail within the camps (Shea & Pritchett,
1982, p. 6). Figure 4 demonstrates the typical huts (barracks) used as part of the hutment
system at Camp Shelby during POW internment. Like other camps, Camp Shelby POWs
used these types of temporary housing as part of their shelters while kept in Mississippi.
These huts allowed for some comfort from the heat of the summers with multiple shaded
windows for ventilation and during the winters -with a central heating oven for warmth.

Figure 5. One segment of huts at Camp Shelby POW camp during World War II, Camp
Street, Company B. Photograph archived at Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp
Shelby, Mississippi.
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Martin Auger contributed historical accounts of life for POWs that were kept in
Quebec during World War IL Like the U.S. camps, organization of the camps, labor
projects, and educational programs were also offered in Quebec. He also discusses social
and cultural issues present in the camps such as dissension, strains (physical and
psychological), and even homosexuality-a subject not even touched upon in any of the
U.S. sources (Auger, 2005, p. 56). Auger suggests that isolation from females while
held prisoner contributed to homosexual activity and even discusses some of the
Canadian POW camps having special areas for these activities. In addition to the social
ramifications of being perceived as gay, there were also feelings of isolation due to
yearnings for home and trying to return to their heterosexuality after release from camp.
Contrastingly, POWs are not criminal prisoners, yet may feel as such at times. POW
captivity psychosis is very different from criminal prisoners due to the grievance against
a POW is because he is tied to a different ideology than the imprisoning country (Lunden,
1949).
Carlson's We Were Each Other 's Prisoners describes some of the similarities
shared by both German and American POWs, such as boredom in the camps and the ease
with which everyone expected them to resume normal life post-war. Kochavi also
describes POW boredom in camps as prisoners tried to find ways to pass time (2005).
Carlson describes the difficulty with which POWs tried to return to normalcy after the
trauma of war (1997)-a similar theme in other discussions of post-war life for POWs
(Lunden, 1949).
Even though the Articles of the Geneva Convention were written as guidelines to
keep POWs safe while held prisoner, not all countries followed the Articles
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(Vourkoutiotis, 2005). Most studies note the remarkably humane treatment toward
German POWs while they were kept in the United States (Billinger, 2000; Gansberg,
1977; Krammer, 1979). Unlike in the U.S., German POWs taken captive and sent to
Russia were either immediately murdered or left to starve slowly without access to
necessities, such as food and shelter. In Germany, American POWs did not fare much
better; as by this point in the war, Germany could barely afford to feed its own citizens,
much less the POWs they had (Gansberg, 1977; Levie, 1961; MacKenzie, 1994; Tuttle,
1997). In some cases, white non-Jewish British and American POWs found that they
were treated better than their black or Jewish peers because of their race rather than
because of the Geneva Conventions (Heisler, 2007; Kochavi, 2005, pp. 4-5).
American POWs captured by the Japanese were horribly mistreated, with many
dying from malnourishment or brutally beaten and/or murdered before they could be sent
home after the war (Clarke, 2000; MacKenzie, 1994). Moore claims the British
government actually preferred Italian POWs to German POWs due to their ethnicitywith the British sending German POWs to Britain's colonies in Canada and New Delhi
(Moore, 1997).
Helmut Homer and Gerhard Hennes have written their experiences as German
POWs in America during World War II. Both men were sent to multiple camps, as the
U.S. government shifted POWs to different camps so that similar ideologies could be
grouped together. Hennes spent most of his time as a POW at Crossville, TN where his
father was also held as a POW. Helmut Homer's accounts of his experiences as a
German POW differ from those of Gerhard Hennes.
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Horner kept a journal during his time as a POW and is able to provide a historical
account in context with the period. Because American guards usually confiscated the
POWs' diaries and journals first, the fact that Horner kept up with his is remarkable. Part
of this is because all German soldiers kept a soldbuch (trans!ated as "soldier' s book) that
the German Army issued to the soldier upon his enlistment. This book had all of the
soldier's training, medals earned, pay grade and rank completed prior to his capture. As
such, these books had high informational value for the U. S. military intelligence
department and military intelligence quickly ruled the books contraband. American
soldiers also considered the books "war trophies" for those American soldiers unable to
get through combat. Horner was able to keep most of his journal intact -with only one
incident of it possibly being destroyed. His journal and some other personal items were
thrown into a fire by an American guard that was not allowed to keep the items for
himself. An African-American soldier saved the items from total destruction by
retrieving them and handing them back to Horner before anyone else noticed (Horner,
1991, p. 263).
Horner was taken prisoner in France on August 29, 1944 and it is during his time
as a POW that he begins to experience disillusionment with his homeland and the Nazi
regime. Because of his feelings, he endangers himself by openly discussing his feelings
of disillusionment before another POW quickly stifles his outburst from the other POWs
at Camp Gruber in Oklahoma -which housed mostly hardened Nazis and Afrika Korps
POWs.
These men already thought ofHorner's group of POWs as traitors because they
surrendered after the liberation of Paris (Horner, 1991, p. 272). He describes rumors of
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beatings and a killing at the camp by other POWs within the next pages of his journal
(Homer, 1991 , p. 278). Even though he was an officer and of higher rank than many of
the pro-Nazi POWs in the camp, his feelings of disillusionment outweighed the possible
punishment that his tormentors might have incurred for injuring a superior officer. The
only way he could escape was through transfer to another camp. He hid his
documentation so that American military personnel would list his rank as unknown -with
similar ramifications to being listed as a private. He was sent to another camp and placed
in a work detail-thus likely saving him from harm (Homer, 1991 , p. 277).
Hennes's account of POW camp life was different because he did not work in the
camp; he was an officer during the war and therefore, not required to work (Hennes,
2004; Hennes, 2008). He wrote his experiences as a POW after the war from memory
and not using a journal from the time to supplement his memory. Homer documented his
experiences in a journal and supplemented with assistance from memory. Most of his
experiences as a POW were pleasant with little exposure to interrogation outside of the
initial interviews conducted by American authorities (Homer, 1991). Unlike Homer,
Hennes described one of the most uncomfortable portions of his experience as being the
interrogation by the British, the Scottish, and the American intelligence because his group
was one of the groups responsible for breaking British codes (Hennes, 2008). Both sides
of the war effort to communicate shipping locations and strategic information that could
prove deadly in the wrong hands used codes.
While Hennes himself did not have much information to give to the interrogators,
there were members of his group that were very knowledgeable of secret conditions in
Germany - including the concentration camps and mass deaths of Jews - and the horror
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and shame he felt for his ethnicity once he found out (Hennes, 2008). Despite these
moments, he described his time in camp at Crossville, Tennessee as comfortable as it
could be and much preferred over the alternative - which was to be incarcerated by the
French or the Russians (Hennes, 2008).
Because American guards as war souvenirs frequently confiscated journals, it is
an amazing coincidence that there is a translated and published diary from a German
POW held at Camp Shelby during the war (Hoole, 1968). This diary offered a rare
insight into what went on in daily camp life early in the POW experience. This is
especially true considering the limited availability of information on Camp Shelby.
The non-commissioned officer describes his experiences in Mississippi and his
reactions to American culture; especially his belief of the ignorance by Americans fueled
by American propaganda. One such advertisement can be seen in Figure 6, which was
an advertisement used by the Forest Service to watch out for forest fires. In the
advertisement is the following slogan: "Our carelessness. Their secret weapon. Prevent
forest fires!" In it, he remarks that Mississippi has many slogans that make Nazis appear
evil. He claims propaganda is everywhere with news that "Jesus is coming soon!" and
"Coke is the best!" advertisements (Hoole, 1968, p. 43). He also notes that such types of
advertisements had disappeared from German street comers when he was last there (p.
43).
He notes with seeming envy that Americans have access to plenty of living space
and their lack of understanding for Germany' s part in the war has to do being limited by
its own geography (Hoole, 1968, p. 42). He also describes how brightly lit the town of
Norfolk, Virginia is when the boat containing him and other POWs arrives. "These
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people here have no idea what war means. Back home they may be sitting again in air
raid shelters" (Hoole, 1968, p. 34).

Figure 6. U.S. Forest Service Poster from World War II era. Courtesy of University of
North Texas Digital Library, http://digita l.library.unt.edu/a rk:/67531/metadc494/
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The German POW describes his fellow officers allowing themselves to be
consumed by what he terms as lackadaisical American life -access to plenty of food,
beer, and not being forced to work because of their ranks as NCOs. He notes his intent to
not give in to the lifestyle accorded him as a German POW and become lazy like the rest
of his comrades (Boole, 1968, p. 44). The diary ends abruptly on December 8, 1943,
which is the day before twelve POWs were transferred out of Camp Shelby to Camp
Alva, Oklahoma with him possibly being in that group as a troublemaker to Camp Shelby
administrators. According to Boole, "military authorities at Camp Shelby" confiscated
the diary and American military personnel translated and typed it into English (Boole,
1968). The military stamped the journal "confidential" and then transferred it with other
World War II military documents to the National Archives until Boole located it and
published it (Boole, 1968).
The treatment of POWs has been the subject of intensive study lately, especially
in light of the revelation of the degrading treatment of internees at Guantanamo Bay (i.e.,
GITMO) (Welch, 2009). These internees are not technically soldiers; yet the military
treats the citizens as prisoners of war as if they were soldiers because the military used
them for sources of intelligence against the enemy's militia. Their treatment is the
antithesis of everything the Geneva Convention stands for -providing equal treatment of
POWs placed in captivity by a benevolent country. Part of this might have to do with the
worldview regarding torture during World War II. MacKenzie regards WWII as a
transition from the more humane treatment accorded prisoners as being the norm to a
marked decline and the eventual adoption of torture in treatment of POWs after WWII
(MacKenzie, 1994).
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Bacque claims the harsh treatment really began in World War II after the
discovery of the concentration camps in Germany and that Americans failed to follow
Geneva Conventions when they allowed the casual annihilation of German citizens and
soldiers right after Germany's surrender in May 1945 (1991, p. 2). Contrastingly,
another source lists this time as a period of unpredicted food shortage not just in Europe
but also America -as agricultural labor shortage due to the war reached an all-time high
(Krammer, 1979, pp. 77-78).
Oppression ofliberties is a formal part of being a POW, from the barbed wire
fence meant to exclude and isolate, to being captured in combat. Resistance to power is
found in POWs camps just like any other camps that utilized control of one group over
another (Foucault, 1995; Krammer, 1979). When POWs could not use their bodies as a
form of resistance to demonstrate their displeasure at their circumstances, they found
other ways to do so.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This thesis project is my archaeological excavation of biopolitics at Camp Shelby.
In this excavation, my dirt is data that I have gathered for this project. In it, I examine
my motivations for mentioning not just a swastika in the woods but also the anti-swastika
mentality within the Camp Shelby military facility. For that reason, I must "provide my
instruments of analysis" of resistance not only in the past, but currently ongoing as I write
this thesis (Gordon, 1980, p. 62). This chapter includes an explanation of how I
transitioned from archaeology to Foucault, my fieldwork and research, and a discussion
of compensating for any bias in my work.
The Transition from Archaeology to Foucault
My interest in Camp Shelby's POW camp began with my work as a graduate
archaeology intern with the U. S. Forest Service. I was given a project to do research for
an archaeological site near Laurel, MS that was listed as a satellite POW camp of Camp
Shelby. Satellite camps are camps are located in other areas away from the main camps
when work necessitates temporarily relocating closer to the job site. POW satellite
camps were erected near sites POWs were used for contract labor. Satellite camps
typically do not have the same level of security around them and many of their housing
structures are temporary.
The satellite camp near Laurel had been used by different federal entities in the
past. It was first used in the by the U. S. Forest Service as a Civilian Conservation Corp
(CCC) camp during the 1930s. After that, it was used as a short-term venereal disease
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treatment facility in 1940s by the Health Department. Finally, the location was used as
the satellite POW camp for German prisoners from Camp Shelby to cut lumber.
Researching historic archaeological sites differ in research because there are
written records for historic archaeological sites that are not available for prehistoric sites.
These records include access to government records, oral histories, and performing
testing on the archaeological site in a scientific manner with grid systems and close
attention paid to the types of artifacts found in each layer of soil. Archaeologists refer to
these layers of soil as stratigraphy.
This site had been listed as a potentially eligible site for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Properties due to its past use as a CCC camp by the U. S. Forest
Service and a POW satellite camp for Camp Shelby. Ideally, the site could give
archaeological information regarding lifeways of the German POWs who stayed there.
Unfortunately, this site had a dirt lumbering road going through the middle of the site and
part of the site was destroyed by driving heavy machinery on the road.
Felling lumber trees is messy and damaging to archaeological sites because trucks
traveling through the area mix soil layers (stratigraphy) together and make accurate
archaeological testing impossible. For this site, we were trying to determine whether it
had enough historical significance in the undamaged portions around the road for the site
to be saved from further damage by listing it on the National Register and protected as an
eligible archaeological site even though it had been previously disturbed by lumbering
activities. Part of this was trying to determine its cultural significance to the area and if
site had enough integrity to have it listed as a National Register of Historic Places
property. The term integrity means that the site has not been disturbed to the point that
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its archaeological importance is deemed destroyed. Unfortunately, the satellite camp in
Richton did not have enough undisturbed area within the site to deem it eligible but not
just because of the current lumbering activities.
The War Department did an excellent job of destroying evidence of its existence all buildings had been disassembled and sent elsewhere, all that remained were concrete
foundations. This appears to be the case with each time the camp was "disassembled"
and sold to the other government entities. The U. S. government typically reused
everything it could; including disassembling and moving buildings. For this camp, all
buildings and even the plumbing had been removed and sent to multiple military bases
for reuse.
The site was ultimately declared ineligible for listing on the NRHP because it did
not hold potential to yield information as an archaeological site. The damage from
digging up plumbing and moving buildings, plus the present damage from the lumbering
had completely destroyed it. However, the information I had gathered was enough that it
made me curious. I had never heard of German POWs being in Mississippi in my grade
school history classes. In fact, none of my family or friends had heard about them either.

It felt like I had uncovered a great mystery and I set out to do more research.
By this time, my internship with the Forest Service had ended, but I was lucky
enough to be hired at another U. S. Forest Service district as an assistant archaeologist.
The district owned land that Camp Shelby rented for training for soldiers who needed
specific skills for desert-like combat and tank artillery training. Part of this land was
originally part of the Camp Shelby compound during World War II.
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Part of my requirement as an archaeologist is to perform surveys over lands
owned by the Forest Service. To perform an archaeological survey, we traverse the area
in cardinal directions, systematically shovel-testing at least thirty centimeters deep in the
soil, noting changes in the soil and any artifacts we find. Shovel tests are spaced thirty
meters apart, unless there is standing water. This placement of shovel tests makes
plotting on a map easier because it forms a grid pattern on the ground.
This day, we surveyed an area close to the old east gate for Camp Shelby. This
area used to be fenced off and inaccessible to anyone by military personnel during World
War II. At that time, Camp Shelby sprawled over seventeen square miles and was one of
the largest military compounds in the United States (See Figure 10, p. 76). However,
now the area is full of old paved road with overgrown bushes and trees. We take a series
of these roads until we come to an area that has an incline going up into the woods from
the road. As we reach top, I notice that there is some sort of feature dug into the ground.
It was a swastika that measured about twenty feet across to twenty feet long. Local lore

said that it was dug by German POWs that were kept on the other side of Camp Shelby.
I contacted the Camp Shelby Military Museum and requested to do archival
research of the files they had on Camp Shelby's POW camp during World War II. The
museum is located in the center of the base and visitors have to go through inspection
gates to go inside. I had little trouble getting into Camp Shelby due to having a spousal
military identification card since my husband is retired from the Army.
The museum consists of an outdoor staging area because they have large armored
land and air vehicles permanently parked there for display. These items are cordoned off
by chain to deter visitors from climbing on them. Inside the building, there is a maze-like
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diorama of the different stages of Camp Shelby from World War I until the present. One
such display includes a tank, an M2A2, which was donated to Camp Shelby by a private
landowner who found it on his land near Flora, MS after World War II. During WWII,
his land had been confiscated by the military to expand the training center located
adjacent to his lands. Since the Americans did not have access to German tanks at the
time, it is believed that this tank was used as a target or stage prop for simulated training.
The tank had no engine and was painted with swastikas all over it, likely to symbolize the
German army. When the landowner donated it to Camp Shelby, it still had the swastikas
on it, but when the Camp Shelby Museum restored it for display at the Camp Shelby
Museum, they removed the swastikas (Preservedtanks.com).
Upon inquiring about why the swastikas were removed from the tanks, I was told
by a receptionist that it was removed because it did not fit the historical context of the
tank. However, I found it much more interesting to read about its true role in training and
would have liked to see the swastikas remain on it when it was restored. After all, its
original purpose was to be the enemy when it was placed on the land in Flora during
World War II. Curious, I went into the library area and began to look at the documents
the Museum had on file.
All the information that the museum had about the German POWs were contained
in one box. I was given a disk of photographs that had been taken at the POW camp to
keep and they allowed me to copy all the records they had on file there. I spent most of
the day there going through the documents.
As I was leaving, I noticed a very large map of Camp Shelby that was dated to the
early 1940s. I asked an archivist about the map and if they knew the location of the POW
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camp and, if so, could they show it to me. He did and pointed out the location. I then
asked him about the swastika that was located on the other side of the camp and how it
was related to the camp. I was told that there was no swastika, or at least there had never
been mention of one on the base. I thanked him for his time and left the museum with
my copies of the records .
Shortly after that visit, I revisited the site of the swastika. On closer inspection, I
noted the aged appearance of it. The sides had eroded and it had trees growing around it
and one right in the middle of it. The DeSoto archaeologist noted that the size of the tree
growing through the middle placed the tree' s implantation chronologically near World
War II. He had assumed that it was dug by German POWs because of the way it was
oriented and it had an arrow that pointed directly to the camp (R. Reams, personal
communication). Aside from radio-carbon dating, the only other definitive way to place
the swastika temporally with the POWs was to find a former POW that had been at Camp
Shelby to claim it had been dug by the POWs.
By this time, I had more questions than I had answers. For one, why was there a
swastika seemingly located on a ridge in the middle of nowhere on Camp Shelby? And
two, why did it seem like Camp Shelby denied its existence or the existence of any
swastika? And lastly, why did it bother me?
At the suggestion of my thesis advisor, I read Foucault' s Discipline and Punish.
At first, I was thoroughly baffled by his theories; and, so, I read it again. This time it
seemed to click: I was part of a political agenda that I had been unaware of until then. It
seemed that by denying the existence of the swastika, Camp Shelby was trying to create a
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genealogy of its history that discounted swastikas as being part of it. For them, it seemed
that the swastika was Anti-Camp Shelby.
By seeing the swastika in the woods and also reading about the M2A2 tank, I
knew that the symbol was used to at least symbolize German, specifically Nazi, culture.
And having the records from Camp Shelby, I knew that Nazi German POWs were kept at
the POW camp during the war. I was resisting the history that authorities at Camp
Shelby were trying to tell me. I was unaware of what Camp Shelby was doing until I had
a conflict of interest with them about the swastika.
From that perspective, I continued researching and looked for more information
on the POWs and any information that might demonstrate riots, fights, or any sign of
discord. Disappointingly, I found that the reality was quite the opposite. There were no
lists of fights, no murders, and no riots. At first glance over the documents, everything
appeared as peaceful as the pictures on the disk that the museum had given me.
Foucault believed in the importance of understanding the historical component of
knowledge. By studying elements of biopolitics in history, it offers a lesson for the
present. I needed to study the documents more closely, look for the obscure reference
that would normally be overlooked by someone else (Gordon, 1980, p. 62). In my
previous readings, I learned that Camp Alva in Oklahoma was listed as a POW camp for
fanatical Nazis. I had seen that camp listed in the reports for Camp Shelby. Twelve
POWs had been transferred there in December 1943. I wondered 'i f the reason they were
transferred to Camp Alva is because they did not fit into the agenda that Camp Shelby
wanted to create - a peaceful camp (Birdsong, 1945). I continued this thought process
throughout the rest of my fieldwork.
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Fieldwork
My fieldwork for this project began with original research for the branch POW
camp near Laurel, MS. This satellite camp of Camp Shelby had an interesting history in
its early years before its ultimate destruction post-WWII. First, it was a Civilian
Conservation Corp (CCC) camp from 1933 until 1941. It sat dormant after the CCC
program was stopped, until it was used short term as a treatment facility for African
American soldiers and prostitutes who had been infected with syphilis during the early
years of WWII. Once that program was finished, its buildings were dismantled before
being reopened and used as the satellite POW camp (Mississippi Department of Archives
and History, CCC Camp 8).
Masonite, a company located in nearby Laurel, had a contract with Camp Shelby
for POW labor to supplement the shortage created by the war. Masonite was founded in
1924 and used steamed hard-pressed pulpwood to fabricate wooden household items like
doors and siding. The ~OWs from Camp Shelby were used as labor to cut long leaf pine
trees that were transferred to Masonite for pulp. Part of my assignment was to plot the
location of the satellite camp on the field maps kept at the USFS field office.
Information about the German POW program at Camp Shelby from the museum
consisted of field reports from the Red Cross, the Camp Shelby POW camp facility, and
the War Department. These sources were incomplete but still useful. I have two YMCA
field visit reports made by representatives from the YMCA at Camp Shelby. I also have
two Army reports completed by the camp administrator and one field report completed
by a representative from the War Projects Division. All seem to be complete reports with
corresponding page numbers and no information blacked out. They are all marked as
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being declassified, and appear to be legitimate with their accompanying authenticating
stamps as being received by the addressee. The reports do not mention if they are annual
reports or not, but I have different series of reports from different years of the POW
program, which leads me to believe that there are either some reports missing or there
was severe irregularity in reporting on the POW camps. Camp Shelby Museum also gave
me a copy of a diary from an unknown German non-commissioned officer that had been
confiscated around December 1943. It was later translated and put with archival papers
until it was published by Hoole in 1968.
From there, my research expanded to include archival research in larger libraries.
I went to McCain Library at the University of Southern Mississippi and searched through
oral histories McCain Library had on in their paper records that mentioned Camp Shelby
during World War II. There were only five on file that mentioned direct contact or
knowledge of the POW camp. I searched through the catalog at Cook library on the
University of Southern Mississippi campus and checked out all the books that the library
had on the German POWs-they had twenty eight at the time.
While doing research at Cook Library, I also went through the microfiche of the
local newspapers during the times the POWs were kept at Camp Shelby, which were The

Hattiesburg American, Laurel ' s The Leader Call, and New Orleans' The TimesPicayune. What I found in each was very little for that time, surprisingly. Then again,
during this time, the government wanted as little known about the POWs as possible in
order to keep a peaceful existence (Billinger, 1979).
Initially, guards and farmers were admonished to remain silent and
advertisements in the newspapers advised everyone simultaneously to buy war bonds and
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do not talk about anything in public that could be construed as war secrets. Local warrelated information included information on black out practices, civilian defenders
needed, and information on government happenings ("More Civilian," 1942). National
news contained fears of Nazi sympathizers residing in the U.S. and only some
information about what was happening overseas if it was safe to do so ("Official Letter,"
1942). German POW information was extremely limited. I could find only two listings
about escape attempts but noted one article about five Nazi POWs sentenced to death for
killing a fellow POW that they had considered a traitor to "the Reich" ("5 Nazis to Die,"
1945).
There were at two escapes that I noted from records at Camp Shelby but I could
only find mention of one in the newspapers from Times-Picayune ("Escaped," 1945).
They will be discussed further in Chapter IV. Oddly, I found an advertisement from
Hattiesburg American prior to any POWs coming to Camp Shelby that had photographs

of field garb and uniforms for the Italian army, the German Army and the Japanese.
Figure 7 demonstrates the derogatory descriptions of each one. This was likely an

attempt at humor as the chances of encountering one of these soldiers dressed in their
formal attire would signify a lot more to worry about than their dress ("Dressed to Kill",
1942). Besides, POWs at Camp Shelby were given uniforms with "PW" stamped in
white across the denim shirts and pants. They were given the option to wear their
uniforms, too (Birdsong, 1944, p. 3). However, pictures of the POWs show most of them
in the "PW" uniform, likely preferred in the hotter months than their uniforms.
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Figure 7. Dressed to Kill . Hattiesburg American, 1942, p. 6.
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After my records search at Cook and McCain libraries, I contacted a colleague, T.
Lofton, who works for the World War II Museum in New Orleans for archived material
that might be there. As a historian/curator at the World War II Museum, he travels
around the United States gathering oral histories of veterans from WWII. Eventually,
these oral histories will become part of an oral history documentary to be played at the
museum. They are videoed and placed on disc for space and preservation. Two such oral
histories that he had recently taped pertained directly to my project-one of which was
from a former German POW that had actually been interned at Camp Shelby! The oral
interview assisted in my being able to do this project because he provided the first
documented oral history of a POW at Camp Shelby (Buggish, 2009). This former POW
had also been back to the camp in years since the war and was now a U.S. citizen.
Lofton was also provided an interview with a former POW that has written two books on
his experiences as a German officer held in a Tennessee POW camp at Crossville and one
about American ideolo.gy from a German perspective (Hennes, 2004; Hennes, 2006;
Hennes, 2008). Like Mr. Buggish, Mr. Hennes' had little interaction with guards -with
POWs keeping charge of their own camp as documented by Billinger and Kupsky (2000,
p. 13; 2003, respectively). This was employed by Camp Shelby (Birdsong, 1945) even
though Camp Shelby was not labeled as an officers' camp like Camp Crossville (Kupsky,
2003).
During this time of research, I was continuing my work with the U. S. Forest
Service but was transferred to a different district (the DeSoto National Forest). This
district was much closer to Camp Shelby and part of my requirements as an archaeologist
there was to survey land that was owned by the Forest Service but loaned to Camp
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Shelby as special-use zones. It was during this time that I discovered that there was a
swastika in the woods (Figure 8).
During the time that it appears to have been dug, the German POWs had access to
this location, and no citizens could access the area without looking suspicious. Because it
was located away from the POW camp, determining if it was affiliated with the German
POWs would be difficult. However, I was more puzzled by the reaction from others
about this swastika. Locals that knew about it thought it had been dug by the POWs (W.
McCardle, personal communication, August 1, 2005). But some factions of Camp
Shelby did not acknowledge its existence (C. Daniels, personal communication, October
2005). I feel that it is I,?Ossible it has more to do with the course of history that the
museum would like to convey to the public with the POWs putting up no resistance to
working and behaving like happy, busy helpers for their American captors. After all, the
collection of pictures that was given to me portrays that very feeling. And I would have
to agree that the POWs at Camp Shelby were treated extremely well considering
conditions other POWs elsewhere in the world experienced. In fact, their treatment was
much better in many ways than non-White citizens experienced during and after the time
the POWs were in Mississippi.
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Figure 8. Swastika in the woods. Photograph taken by R. McCarty, March 9, 2002.
Original on file at Camp Shelby Cultural Resource Management/Archaeology.

Research Data
My research data consists of oral histories, microfiche, archived documents, maps
of Camp Shelby during World War II, photos, and other archival records. These items
were gathered from Camp Shelby Military Museum, the University of Southern
Mississippi, the U. S. Forest Service Chickasawhay and DeSoto National Forest Districts,
and the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Because Camp Shelby's POW
camp is now listed as an archaeological site and thus protected from location information
being given, I cannot include the actual topographical map in this thesis, nor will I be
able to do much more than refer to a general geographic location for its existence. The
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same treatment applies for the swastika feature -as it has also been listed as an
archaeological site by the field archaeologist for Camp Shelby.
I incorporated five oral histories from citizens that had access to the POWs at
Camp Shelby. Oral histories that I have include those from former employees of Camp .
Shelby that worked with POWs, the Honorable Bobby Chain -who was a child during the
time the POWs were on Shelby, L. 0. Crosby - a local lumber company owner who used
POWs for cutting timber, and former POWs. Oral interviews that I have from the World
War II Museum include those by Gerhard Hennes and Earnst Buggish. These interviews
will eventually be part of a larger exhibit and on file with other oral histories at the World
War II Museum in New Orleans. Mr. Hennes has written a few books about his
experience as a POW in Crossville, TN from 1943 until 1945 when he was sent to a labor
camp in Europe. Years later, he returned the U.S. and has been a citizen since 1958
(Hennes, 2004; Hennes, 2006; Hennes, 2008). Mr. Buggish was a former POW at Camp
Shelby from 1943 until. 1945. After the war, he returned to the U.S. and became a U.S.
citizen.
I have a published diary confiscated from an unknown German officer at Camp
Shelby interned in POW program in late 1943 (Hoole, 1968). This journal provided
information into the mindset of how German officers may have reacted to being kept
captive -both positive and negative aspects of being a POW in Mississippi during the
spring and summer months' climate. The unknown POW seemed quite put off by the
heat and the mosquitos familiar to the Southeastern region of the U.S. Once it was ·
rediscovered after the war, the journal was translated and printed by a university in
Alabama.
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Inspection reports from the American Red Cross and the War Production Agency
were also used as part of materials for this thesis. The reports by the Red Cross differ
from the War Production Agency in that the Red Cross was one of the neutral parties
listed to update Germany on the POW program in the War. These reports were especially .
important to pass as any perceived mistreatment by the American guards or
administration would immediately reflect poorly on the treatment of American POWs
kept in Germany.
I have also included information from archaeological reports on artifacts and
features reported in the POW camps. These include mention of the swastika feature
located near the officer quarters as well as features left from the soccer field, building
remnants - anything that demonstrated the existence of the POW program and the overall
attitude of what went on during its heyday. Archaeological remnants can play an
important part of historical research because archaeological remains act as a road map
into the physical location of an event providing factual data when there may only be
circumstantial descriptions of such in historic documents.
Limitations of Available Data and Methods of Compensating for Bias
From the initial search in order to salvage an archaeological site, my research
continued to include visiting the McCain library at the University of Southern
Mississippi. The McCain library has oral interviews on file from people that were
involved with the POW camp. It also has a collection of clippings and a journal that was
confiscated by a POW officer kept on Camp Shelby. The officer's identity was never
made public and has been lost from history now.
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While limited, I had something to create a basis for future studies. Something that
could be used for future comparative analysis -however limited it might be. While I did
not have enough material to do an extensive ethnography on Camp Shelby POWs, I did
have enough material to do a comparative analysis with other POW camps using
biopolitical discourse. From there, I began to compare what I was finding in readings
about other institutions with what I was finding in reports from Camp Shelby.
For the purposes of this thesis, I use a descriptive and a comparative analysis for
my methods ofresearch. Using a comparative analysis allows research from multiple
aspects to be placed together and does not limit the scope of future research to one
particular discourse. In fact, it allows for a multifaceted approach for new research to
build and expand upon as more information is gathered. Using a comparative approach
can also remove previous limitations on data that might not have been possible otherwise.
According to Patricia Galloway, documents are limited in their scope by the time
and space in which they are written. Translated documents are especially so, because of
the added element of translation which may alter the context so much that it could
possibly change the meaning of the document (Galloway, 2006, pp. 2-3). For example,
the translated journal included elements of German slang in it that the translator did not
understand. This assisted in trying to establish the mindset when the journal entry was
written, but because translation between languages is not word for word in its meaning,
an element temporality is lost with the translation.
Documents may also represent a form of imperial history and thus reflect the
views of those doing the recording and not so much in what is being recorded (Dirks,
2002, p. 63). Unfortunately, many of these documents are never looked at again and are
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placed on a shelf in a repository. However, these documents that made it to the shelves
and not the trash were selected for some potential by some unknown source. For this
reason, documents left to collect dust in a repository are not dead but are rather chosen
for whatever meaning they conveyed to be used by others to manipulate (Stoler, 2009, p.
3). Even so, these documents are not without merit and should be used when none other
are available (Dirks, 2002, p. 63; Galloway, 2006, p. 34; Stoler, 2009, p. 4). It is for this
reason that using a comparative method is so important, because it at least gives one side
of future argument, however weak it may be perceived.
Multiple types of materials in various forms help refute bias in the material
because each one will not have the same biases in their information. For example, using
archaeology and computing patterns in material can help uncover bias. Once bias is
uncovered, comparative analysis of similar information can assist in refuting bias. By
comparing documents, information and using multiple sources, a more complete picture
should begin to emerge. Scalia used archaeological excavations and historical research to
write the analysis of the POW camp at Camp Ruston (Scalia, 1997). Similarly, Krammer
used oral interviews and camp reports as primary sources in his research (Krammer,
1976). This same approach can be used in multiple disciplines -for example,
archaeology. Archaeologists are trained to be comparative in their research, from
archaeological evidence to the data gleaned from previous investigative research near the
area of study (de Munck, 2002, p. 14).
Editing also creates a bias in an original document that is attuned to the editor and
not the original producer of the document. To combat against this, Galloway suggests
keeping the reader informed about the potential for bias as much as possible (Galloway,
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2006, p. 5). Keeping the reader informed of potential bias limits its ability to alter the
translation of an argument and keeps corruption of the original meaning to a minimum.
When translating a document, try to translate as closely as possible by learning as much
about the writers of the texts, the subject written about, and the historical setting for the
time the document was written (Galloway, 2006, p. 7). Especially important is
knowledge of the demographics of the time period and any classes or ranks that may
create conflict (Galloway, 2006, p. 7). For example, sources utilized during this research
include not only the Caucasian population, but also included sources from African
Americans and the Japanese-American soldiers from the 442nd that were utilized as
guards for the POWs early on in the German POW internment. The purpose of using
these sources is to create a project that addresses different perspectives while also
explaining the differences in perspectives within context. The point I address is the
POWs resisted their treatment and the re-education program even though their treatment
was much better than the African American or the Japanese Americans who were
citizens. These citizens were subjected to more scrutiny and harsh treatments because
their skin color made them physically "the Other" even while the POWs in their
Whiteness were not.
Writing about a subject creates a bias that Galloway terms as "biased-observer
sources" (Galloway, 2006, p. 11). All sources to some degree are considered biasedobserver sources, because writing the source has a tendency to include opinion into the
dialogue of the document. The best way to compensate for this is to define the situation
in which the document was written and define an historic source as being what it is biased by the author (Galloway, 2006, p. 11).
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Even though written without an author listed, government documents cans also
demonstrate information that might bias the reports information. Government documents
can demonstrate tensions in blueprints, field reports, bureaucratic regulations - similar to
what classical field anthropologists' ethnographic studies would. These documents were
not just dead pieces of paper to be destroyed but could rather be mined for information
into the attitudes of the administration towards the governed (Stoler, 2009, p. 3). They
could be used to write new histories and exploited in order to create more control of the
colonies. They could also be used to infer what was possibly unwritten -what Stoler
refers to as colonial "common sense" - and how those roles changed as rules changed
(Stoler, 2009, p. 3). For example, in the field description within the reports, German
POWs were afforded more freedoms than African American soldiers that may have been
used to guard them - because of their skin color. This observation would be considered
common sense for that time by most white Southern Americans while it would not be
considered so today because of the Civil Rights Movement that took place in the 1960s.
There are limitations in any ethnographical research, especially if the
ethnographer is not part of the population in which they are writing about. The best way
to handle this is to be aware of that limitation and practice what Galloway terms as
"sensitive-observation and self-critical analysis" (Galloway, 2006, p. 18). Sensitiveobservation is having a general knowledge of the values and norms associated with the
World War II era and applying it to the review of the sources. Being critical of your own
internal biases helps to alleviate limitations in discussion of dialogue and thinking of
problems outside of the realm also can assist in review of the research. One direct
limitation for my research is that I was not a German POW and thus cannot totally relate
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to being a German POW. However, the ethnicity that I prominently associate with is
German. I also have other ancestry and am a third generation immigrant on my maternal
side. In that aspect, I do sometimes feel Other both because of my mixed heritage and
the undercurrent of racism that still seems to permeate the South even while citizens try
to convey the opposite. And it is odd, because this racism that permeates is built upon an
assimilated racial affiliation that may not be genetically based. However, this perception
is what guides me to write about this if for no other reason than to expose an historic
cautionary tale of what could happen in the near future.
Using a comparative methodology is useful because it assists in understanding
how a group fits in temporally as well as how it developed. "The historical patterns of
relatedness among societies mean they cannot be assumed to have evolved or acquired
their particular characteristics independently" (Mace & Pagel, 1994, p. 550). While
Mace & Pagel were referring to evolutionary studies in anthropology, this could still be
applied here. German POWs and citizens were each introduced to a different culture
from their respective cultures. In order to understand the changes that may have
occurred, we would need a comparison to judge for commonalities or uniqueness in
treatments with other types of penal institutions.
In the next chapter, Camp Shelby Biopolitics and Resistance, I interpret my
sources and compare them to see if there were instances of biopolitics and resistance in
Camp Shelby with the German POWs.
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CHAPTER IV
CAMP SHELBY BIOPOLITICS AND RESISTANCE
Demographic Description of Camp Shelby
The massive influx of Germans and Italians that surrendered in North Africa
created a big problem for the Allied countries. The Articles of the Geneva Conventions
of 1929 had protocol regarding handling POWs while they were in enemy hands
(Pritchett & Shea, 1979, p. 351). Because of the imminent dangers in keeping the enemy
so close to the battlefield and the risks involved in providing adequate food and shelter
for their own soldiers, the Allies needed a better plan of confinement for the POWs in the
Allies' care. The Allied countries made the decision to send them to the United States
where it would be easier to provide the required provisions to the POWs without taking
away the transportation of provisions to American soldiers in the war. It also reduced the
likelihood that the POWs would escape to enemy territory and return to the war (Fiedler,
2003, p. 6).
In August of 1943, the first shipments of prisoners of war arrived at Camp Shelby.
Almost fifteen hundred German POWs arrived at Camp Shelby in two groups, with the
Allies capturing both groups in North Africa. In September, two more groups arrived
from North Africa and Sicily making the total numbers of POWs rise to 2297 at Camp
Shelby. During the period from January 1944 until August 1944, Camp Shelby
transferred in POWs from other camps around the Southeast. However, Camp Shelby
also sent prisoners out of Camp Shelby to other POW camps beginning in October 1943
(Birdsong, 1944, p. 1-2). The fifth and final shipment of POWs brought in to Camp
Shelby was in September 1944 after their capture in France.
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At one point, Camp Shelby had 3273 POWs. Of these, there were 3105 Germans,
one hundred three Austrians, 4 Italians, 50 Czechoslovakians and the remaining eleven
were other nationalities located near Russia and Germany (Headquarters Army Service
Forces, Section A). The Czechoslovakians and the eleven others were likely forced into
the military service by Germany after defeat as that was a custom practice by the German
Army at the time to replenish its numbers (Fiedler, 2003, p. 33). The majority of these
men were enlisted personnel (3006 soldiers), with 262 noncommissioned officers and 5
officers.
Officers and non-commissioned officers were not required to perform labor under
the Articles of the Geneva Convention. Non-commissioned only could be used for
supervisory work. Similarly, enlisted men were limited in the type of work they could be
required to do and they had to be paid for such services. They were employed in areas
such as agriculture, public works, procurement ofraw materials for industry, transport,
commercial business, and domestic services -any capacity that was not military in nature
could use POWs for labor (Articles of the Geneva Convention, Part III Sect. III). The
requirements of the Geneva Convention stated that the POWs also had to be treated in the
same manner as the detaining power treated its own military in a consistent way that
allows for the basic provisions of food, shelter, and water in sanitary conditions (Articles
of the Geneva Convention 1929, Part II).
At first, providing for POWs in Europe was not too difficult as there were very
small numbers of German men captured-simply because Germany was a formidable
country to defeat. German soldiers fully embraced the necessity to fight in World War II
because they believed it was the only way to change their economic misfortunes incurred
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from the First World War. However, even the staunchest soldier cannot fight when he is
starving -and that was a large part of Germany's problem. It could not economically
afford to bear the burden of war. As such, the war began to turn in the Allies' favor and
the Axis's access to necessities began to be limited. Defeat felt inevitable and many Axis
soldiers began laying down arms in order to gain access to food -in large numbers
(Billinger, 2000, p. 7).
World War II created a unique problem for the United States military: what could
it do with the thousands of POWs the Allies had transferred from Europe to America?
Like many other states, Mississippi's Camp Shelby made every attempt to use POW
labor to its fullest potential (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9). By the time the first wave of POWs
were sent to Camp Shelby, the U.S. government had created the War Manpower
Commission to assist in furnishing labor for the military and eventually to civilians'
services selected by the War Manpower Commission (Billinger, 2000, p. 19).
Civilian contracts were typically from farmers short of field help. They paid the
POWs' wages to the camp and the money was held in an account for them when they
were released. Wages were on par with what a regular citizen would be paid with the
camp subtracting costs for canteen expenses on base. Camp Shelby was no exception in
giving access to POW labor and contracted POWs for paid work. According to the War
Department, for the first time since the United States entered the war, there was a
successful plan to combat the severe labor shortage created by the draft and being sent
overseas (Billinger, 2000, p. 5). Nevertheless, this labor was still a type of forced labor
in that the POWs had little choice in where they worked.
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POW labor was used to make up for the labor shortage on the main base, as well
as by contract to citizens that applied for it through the War Department (Birdsong, 1944,
p. 9). POWs were also used as labor for the functioning of their own camp -in mess
halls, sanitation, cooks, canteens - anywhere POWs could be effectively placed to
maximize efficiency. Camp Shelby based determination of placement on what skills
prisoners had prior to coming to camp; only a few were trained for higher technical work
while interred. Soon, Camp Shelby POWs were working not just at their camp, but also
at the main camp as well as around the state (Birdsong, 1945, p. 10-13).
The physical layout of the POW camp at Camp Shelby was located about twelve
miles outside of Hattiesburg, Mississippi near the west side of the gate to the military
complex. According to a camp report filed on November 6, 1944, it was located within
"wooded pasture and timber land" (Birdsong, 1944, p. 1). The POW camp was fenced by
approximately thirty-five acres of the five hundred that was set aside for it, with woods
and old farmland surrounding: It consists of three compounds and a recreation area,
which included an amphitheater that seated approximately nine hundred men. The
compounds were surrounded with double-woven wire fence and barbed wire overhangs
on top (Birdsong, 1944).
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Figure 9. Photograph of gated entrance to Camp Shelby POW. Note the double row of
barbed wire fencing around complex with white painted posts. Original photograph
archived at Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
A German POW officer described his first view of the camp in this journal entry:
In the midst of a forest they simply (felled) trees and put up barracks. All
around they got a fence with huge watchtowers and done they were with
camp.

This big camp is again subdivided in smaller compounds, one

thousand men each, which in turn are divided into 4 companies. I land
myself with 19 comrades in barracks 40, Company C (Boole, 1968, p. 35).
According to camp reports by Birdsong, the camp could contain a maximum
number of 2600 men in 118 twenty-two-man "hutments" [he likely meant to say "hut" as
a "hutment" is a group of huts] (Birdsong, 1944 & 1945, Section Ill). The other 673
POWs were located at satellite camps around the state. Each hut had wooden bunk beds
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and had a wood-burning furnace for heating in the winter. The buildings had mosquito
netting over the windows so that during the day, the windows could be left open to
provide ventilation. The entire compound was also furnished with electricity, as well as
water and sewer -with latrines and shower facilities located in each compound. The men
also had access to wash tubs for washing clothes, but had to hang garments to dry outside
(Birdsong 1944, Section III).

Figure JO. Photograph of Camp Shelby POW compound row of huts with an
unidentified POW in the foreground. Original photograph on archive at Mississippi
Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
According to Birdsong, "The wooded, rolling terrain upon which the compound
sat presented a security risk and required a high number of guards in the beginning of the
program"; although the report does not list the numbers required (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9).
The report goes on to say the POWs at Camp Shelby were under maximum guard "for
security and protection due to fear of sabotage by the Afrika Korp" - touted by Erwin
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Rommel as the toughest military group in the world (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9; Fiedler, 2003,
p. 6). However, after the first eighteen months, the guard strength was reduced as POWs
demonstrated good conduct and work records (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9).
There were three infirmaries for POWs at Camp Shelby-two within the
compounds located in Compound No. 2 and 3, respectively and one located off the
compound in an unspecified area (Birdsong, 1944, p. 5). When possible, German POW
medical officers and dentists were used to provide services at the clinic with one
American medical officer and five others to assist (Birdsong, 1944, p. 5). This allowed
American medical personnel to work in the main hospital on base and not overseeing the
POWs.
Based on archaeological evidence, a POW infirmary was located inside Camp
Shelby's main base near the regional hospital. It was interesting because POW camps
were described in most accounts as being self contained inside the parameter of the
fences (Birdsong, 2000; Krammer, 1979). However, Camp Shelby seems to be an
exception to this. This POW branch of the regional hospital was used for cases requiring
in-patient hospitalization for POWs. Aside from being located next to the regular
infirmary, the POWs remained isolated from Americans inside this branch of the hospital.
German medical officers (POWs) were consulted for treatment of the infirm POWs but
the American medical officer retained decision-making rights (Buggish, 2009). The map
on the following page gives the locations of both the hospital and POW compounds
within the context of the main camp. This map was created based on archaeological
survey and old maps of Camp Shelby that were digitized (R. McCarty, personal
communication, October 26, 2011). Also positioned on the fringes were the locations of
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the 442nd Japanese Americans and the African American living quarters. Much of this
had to do with the politics at the time and White America's peculiar way of dealing with
the Other. White Americans used Jim Crow rules to segregate themselves from Black
Americans.
Crosscutting Ideologies: Jim Crow vs. Nazism
The POW work details on the main base and work as contract labor around the
state allowed them to see the ·peculiar duality of American ideology where White
Americans claim equality and democracy while practicing Jim Crow segregation and
alien relocation programs for thousands of Japanese Americans. In some aspects, it
seemed like the White South never quite got over the fact that slavery was abolished and
that Blacks should have the same rights as Whites. Whites made up for this by
segregating anyone having Black ancestry and labeling them inferior to Whites. At
times, the racism seemed so bad that Black Mississippians must have felt less than human
with little hope of ever getting away from it. White society segregated Blacks every way
imaginable down to even the most mundane of functions like getting water to drink from
separate water fountains and having to use separate lavatories.
Adding to the racial inequality, the U.S. government relocated and quarantined its own
citizens along with immigrants and foreigners via the adaptation of the Enemy Alien
internment program across America very early in the war. Fear of sabotage by enemies
posing as citizens led to the creation of this program, which kept Japanese, German and
Italian Americans prisoners in their own country (Fox, 1990). While no records of
Japanese-Americans from Mississippi being relocated were found, there is an article from
the Hattiesburg American that described an enemy alien raid along the southern and
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western portions of the state from the Gulf Coast to the Delta regions ("FBI Makes Alien
Haul in Mississippi", 1942). The authorities did not send the Italian-American citizens to
a relocation camp; but it did deny the Italian-Americans their rights to own weapons or
any items the government saw as aiding the enemy.
Japanese American soldiers from the 442"d Infantry division in Hawaii were sent
to Camp Shelby to train before being sent to Europe to fight in the war. Their presence
created a new racial problem for an area socially governed by skin-color. As a new and
separate "other" to White supremacy, they never quite fit into either the White or the
Black racial categories (Ward, 2007a, p76). They were allowed to traverse into both
White and Black societies but not allowed accorded rights of belonging to either group including denial to relationships with women of both ethnicities (Ward, 2007a, p. 78).
Similarly, the government denied the men the right to family living quarters on base for
fear ofa "Japanese infilteration" [sic] (Ward, 2007a, p. 82).
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In a peculiar twist to this social dilemma or perhaps as a way for Whites to create
a means to subjugate the 442nd, the American government used the Japanese-Americans
as guinea pigs for racially propagated testing. The government tried to train German
shepherd dogs as a weird type of biological weaponry. At the time, the military created
this secret government training exercise on Cat Island in the Mississippi Gulf of Mexico
based on the racially charged belief that each race smelled differently from the other and
that dogs could smell the Japanese enemy. The idea was to use these specially trained
dogs to infiltrate Japanese camps and attack the enemy (Mississippi Armed Forces
Museum, 2011; Ward, 2007a, p. 92). Luckily, this training idea was short-lived and
never implemented. However, the fact that it even existed in the first place gives
credence to the depth of racism in the South.
Despite the determination of White citizens to limit the Japanese-Americans from
associating with White society, the 442nd seemed just as determined to push the limits
right back at their oppressor~. The Japanese-American men had experienced treatment as
equals with Whites prior to WWII and many refused to take a subservient attitude in
dealing with Whites. This was totally unlike the Black Americans who had never
experienced equality and it created an ideological butting of heads between the two
groups - much to the amusement of some in the Black community. In fact, one citizen
opined that the White community in Hattiesburg must have "breathed a sigh of relief'
when "the 'Go for Broke' Regiment [442nd] was shipped to Europe" (Ward, 2007a, p.
98).
It was this attitude of White superiority that was present when the first German
POWs came to Camp Shelby as the 442nd arrived as the first groups of soldiers assigned
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to guard the enemy on and off the base (Hoole, 1968, p. 37). German POWs watched as
White military personnel tried to find ways to ostracize non-White soldiers, especially the
Japanese Americans. In bemusement, a German POW opined the scenario as a
"Kunterbunt" [chaos] that will "lead to a catastrophe" (Hoo le, 1968, p. 42). He also
compared and contrasted the attitudes of the Americans with those of his native Germany
-not in an appreciative manner. He declared Americans hypocrites for their racism.
Because he likely did not write it with the intent of publishing, it offers a candid opinion
of White Americans from a German perspective:
These people don't [sic] even know the population of America. They hardly have
any interest in the paper or politics. . . A bit in regard to the relation between
Black and White. While in the North and West, the first are to be regarded as
having equal rights. The contrast here in the Southern States between the Whites
and Negroes is quite violent. On one train, the Colored have separate
compartments, the children have their own schools and inter-marriage between
the two is impossible. (Hoole, 1968, p. 42)
The German officer further described how White southern Americans cared little about
what went on around them. Without the war, he complained, these citizens would be
geographically impaired with no knowledge of Berlin and its importance as the capital of
the Reich. This lack of consideration of for cultural diversity apparently bothered him so
much that he stated, "And these people want to teach us culture and they characterize us
as barbarians!" (Hoole, 1968, p. 42)
Despite the fact that they were dubbed publicly as "the enemy," the POWs fared
much better in treatment than both the Japanese-Americans and the African-Americans -
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most like because of their skin color (Cowley, 2002; Fiedler 2003, p. 32; Heisler, 2007;
Kochavi, 2005; Sanson, 1999, p. 195). For one, they were able to walk up to the front
counter of White establishments and order food to eat, while their Black American guards
had to use the back alley or were denied entry to the establishment altogether. In
addition, they had access to foods such as coffee and chocolate rationed outside of
military bases (Chain, 1999; Shea & Pritchett, 1982, p. 12)

In fact, problems with White Americans did not begin until the first group of
American soldiers returned to Camp Shelby after fighting overseas. Recollections from
Bobby Chain, a teenager during WWII, described the mean-spiritedness of the war-weary
American soldiers toward the POWs (Honorable Bobby Chain, oral interview, p. 6). The
soldiers seemed to go out of their way to make the POWs uncomfortable by verbal taunts,
physical gestures, and other forms of derision towards the prisoners -so much, so that
military administration had to step in and threaten the American soldiers with
insurrection.
It is within this environment that the U. S. government attempted to re-educate the

German POWs into democratic American values at Camp Shelby. The U.S . government
tried to use its power to reshape Nazi thought subtly from what the U.S. perceived as an
"incorrect" ideology using unconsciously selecting the forms of discipline described by
Foucault to keep WWII from occurring again in the future.
Forms of Discipline at Camp Shelby

Hierarchical observation
According to Foucault, hierarchical observation of the prisoners must be
maximized in order for authorities to create and maintain control over individuals. Using
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physical boundaries (such as barbed wire fencing) and architecture, the individual must
be made to feel secluded by geographic limitations but also have the perception of
constantly being observed by those with authority (Foucault, 1995, p. 215; Welch, 2009,
p. 8). The authority to retain the POWs was given to "the hands of the enemy Power" not the individuals or the militaries that captured them (Articles of the Geneva
Convention 1929, Part II, Art. 12). As such, the American government recreated the War
Department to act as its representative and creating a hierarchical chain of command
culminating to the individual camp commanders. As the local representative, Camp
Shelby's POW Camp Commander Col. T. B. Birdsong had the power to administer
discipline to the POWs in a manner that was consistent in following the Articles of the
Geneva Convention.
Guards and other administrators at Camp Shelby closely observed interaction
amongst the prisoners and documented in camp reports sent to the War Department and
within the files that every POW camp kept on individual prisoners. To facilitate
observation, Camp Shelby gave POWs attire labeled with PW in bold white letters on
their shirts and pants. American authorities dealt with threats from POWs to other POWs
swiftly-typically by removing the problem from Camp Shelby via relocation of those
accused. Indeed, the military sent small numbers of POWs in other states' POW camps
and received a few in return during the first months of the program (Birdsong, 1945,
Section II). For example, from December of 1943 until December of 1944, 69 prisoners
of war accused of subversive activity were sent to Camp Alva, Oklahoma (Headquarters
Army Services, Section H.). While camp reports do not state this specifically, it was a
logical assumption for me based on other POW camp histories. Billinger describes
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similar transfers of POWs to the same camp, which meant Camp Shelby was not the only
POW camp to transfer POWs to Alva-described by Billinger as a renowned Nazi POW
camp by this time (Billinger, 2000, p. 67). According to Billinger (2000), with the large
numbers of POWs at POW camps, it became easy to see the ideological divide between
the German POWs - necessitating the transfer and shuffling of POWs to different camps
until all observed troublemakers were sent away (p. 67).
This constant shift of soldiers gave the message much clearer than anything else
the administration could have done -troublemakers were not welcome (Billinger, 2000;
Birdsong, 1945, Section II). Administrators observed the POWs and noted those likely to
cause trouble for relocation to other camps. Like other POW camps, Camp Shelby
wanted to reflect a reputation of fairness and peace (Birdsong, 1945; Billinger, 2000;
Fiedler, 2003). This practice of observation and sorting for POWs created a false air of
platitude in the camps and discouraged overt rebellion. The American administration
closely followed rules regarding interaction between POWs and guards it was kept to a
minimum (Headquarters Army Services, Section H). Camp Shelby administrators went
one-step further than the basic requirements of the Articles of the Geneva Convention by
maintaining distance between guards and POWs both physically and symbolically.
Guards watched the POWs from afar and did not make friends with the enemy. This rule
was typically broken in other camps but not at Camp Shelby (Birdsong, 1945; Scalia,
1997, p. 326). Figure JO presents what an American guard sees looking from the inside
of a guard tower down to the POW camp below.
Guard towers at Camp Shelby were located at the four corners of the compound
and had windows all around for observation. With windows closed, the towers appeared
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non-threatening with their large glass windows, giving it the appearance of a raised
sunroom. However, the guards typically kept the windows opened for ventilation and to
balance the guns on tripods inside aimed downward toward the compound. These guns
may or may not have had a guard sitting behind them all the time, but in this instance
picture shows it as unattended. In this instance, the guard next to it is peering down into
the compound holding a rifle in one hand as he braces himself in the window with the
other. The implied message is that the guard has the ability to kill or maim threatening
POWs if necessary.
The photograph taken from the window with its darkness inside and daylight
outside supports the idea of a hidden surveillance that Foucault discusses throughout

Discipline and Punish (1995). The photo reveals the outline of the guard and the guns
but that is all. The face of the guard remains inconspicuous and hidden in shadow.
Former POW Ernst Buggish stated in an interview for the WWII Museum Oral
History program that contact w~th the guards was limited for the POWs while at Camp
Shelby. He worked a few jobs off post -one was picking cotton, another was in peanut
harvest, and a third was cleaning up the lakeside of Lake Shelby. During those jobs,
contact with guards was restricted. If the prisoners needed tools such as hoes (to kill
snakes in the peanut crops), the guards made the prisoners step away first so the guards
could lay down the tools in the space between, then stepped back so the prisoners could
step forward to retrieve the tools (Buggish, 2009).
On Camp Shelby, the guards were usually in the guard towers and not seen
(Buggish, 2009). When Mr. Buggish worked on base at the hospital, he said that the
American sergeant gave the orders and that was as far as the contact extended.
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Additionally, contact with civilians was also limited (Chain, 1999, p. 10; Mordica, 1998,
p. 19). The intent of using this form of discipline was to maintain their hierarchical chain
of authority as well as keep the POWs out of the knowledge-power authority in order to
prepare for the next step in discipline.

Figure 12. Guard in guard tower surveying the POW camp at Camp Shelby. Original
photograph archived at Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
Examination
According to Welch, the process of examination formalized the POWs' inclusion
into biopolitics (2009, p. 12). Prior to coming to Camp Shelby, the U. S. military
frequently interrogated POWs for information to assist in placing them in camps and to
find out any secret information about Hitler and the German military. Administrators
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based initial separation of POWs from others on these first observations, and collected in
reports, which the U.S. government transferred with each POW throughout his
internment. The government noted any resistance to authority was much more prevalent
and culled from the group. Likewise, upon finding corruption through the process of
examination, the government would disband it so that normalization can continue without
interruption. Examination allowed categorization and isolation of the groups -thereby
easing the transition to the processes through supervision (Gordon, 2002, p. 131 ). Like
other POWs, the administrators frequently interrogated and searched Camp Shelby's
prisoners upon suspicion of contraband.
Outside agencies acting in a humanitarian capacity frequented prisoner of war
camps in Europe, Canada and the United States in an effort to ensure fair treatment
towards prisoners. The Red Cross and the YMCA made reports of conduct in an effort of
demonstrating humanitarian conditions to the German government during the War.
Accessed reports dated later in the POW program all indicated the conditions at Camp
Shelby were good with many activities and access to books (Axberg, 1945 ; Axberg,
1946; Articles of the Geneva Convention 1929, Article 3). These reports substantiate
later claims that German POWs had much better treatment than American POWs in
Germany.
POWs were also interrogated once in Camp Shelby as to what their occupations
were as civilians before the war. This assisted Camp Shelby greatly because they could
use POWs not only in a labor capacity, but also in other agencies requiring other skills
that were severely short-handed by the draft of their technicians (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9).
The administration enacted an examination procedure where the POW camp
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spokesperson (one the POWs' choosing) would provide names and former occupations
within the camp. The next steps included matching the German civilian occupation with
a similar American one and determining the skill sets necessary. Files were kept on
every prisoner at Camp Shelby of their lives while at Camp Shelby -these were referred
to as "the prisoner of war 201 files" - and were part of the requirements of internment
under the Geneva Convention (Articles of the Geneva Convention, Part III, Section I,
Article 17; Birdsong, 1945, p. 9; Headquarters Army Service, Section H).

Normalization
Normalization occurred when discipline was internalized, making the need for
surveillance seemingly unnecessary because the individual ' s conduct conformed to
authority (Welch, 2009, p.10). The desired outcome was to substitute the natural
tendency of actions being self-focused to social focus without seeming abnormal. It acts
as the judicial arena for establishing discipline when needed to correct -as well as the
enforcer of rules established by laws. According to Foucault, consistency is crucial in
creating a docile "normalized" individual using minimal force and maximum subtle
corrective strategies that the attack the psyche of the individual (Foucault, 1995, p. 221;
Welch, 2009, p. 11). Extreme systems of control that may be used to achieve this end are
manipulation, deprivation, stress, and isolation.
In the case of the German POWs, the Rules of Geneva Convention acted as the
guiding force for establishing and maintaining the POWs while under American power.
Using the Geneva Convention as the defining authority, the War Department constructed
a plan to keep the POWs constantly busy through work -thus enforcing the normalization
process using the physical body. Camp Shelby administrators provided training to the
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POWs so that they would know what the U. S. government's expectations were while the
POWs were at the camp. This training included a description of what constituted a
"productive work day" along with the admonishment that failure to perform would earn
negative rewards (Birdsong, 1945, p. 13). The War Department had high expectations of
using systems of control through actions as a positive way to reconstruct POW thought
into seeing Americans as hospitable host even toward enemies during times of war.
The best way that the War Department found to gamer the interest of the POWs
was literally through their stomachs. Food was plentiful while the POWs were kept in
America and within a short time, the POWs were very aware that their circumstances
were far better than other POWs around the world (Buggish, 2009; Hennes, 2009). The
administration subtly forced their cooperation in performing labor through this
knowledge. If POWs were not cooperative, the "No Work, No Eat" rule applied where
those who refused to work was given minimal portions of bread and water as their meals.
When POWs complai~ed the food was not to their liking, the administration made
efforts to appease them. The administration allowed POWs to assist in revamping the
menus to include ethnic dishes that were familiar to the POW cooks in the mess halls and
much preferable to the POWs than the American style meals prepared before (Birdsong,
1945, p. 4). For many Americans, it seemed the treatment of the POWs was too good,
especially when put into perspective that these men were the enemy, and the American
government likely wanted this to aid their endeavors both in the reeducation attempts and
to equally fair treatment of its men overseas. Chain described these conditions for the
POWs that he observed while working at Camp Shelby delivering newspapers (1999):
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In general, the prisoner of war camp was well managed out there. They [Camp
Shelby] took good care of the guys [POWs] and went right by what they were
supposed to do [sic]. [German] Officers were given the choice of working or not
working. Some of them chose not to do it. They just thought they shouldn't have
to work [sic]. But the ones that worked, you know, obviously got a little better
treatment. They [Camp Shelby] weren' t harsh with any of them [POWs], but, I
mean, they [POWs] got more.freedom [sic]. But all the guys that worked with us
were enlisted men. (p. 4)
Chain's recollection supports the idea that the Camp Shelby administrators influenced
cooperation from NCOs through the "No Work, No Eat" rule in ways far better than other
forms of punishment. This was especially true in light that many POWs viewed their
circumstances as one of choice because they had made up their minds to surrender due
"to lack of wherewithal, not superiority of the enemy" (Hennes, 2004). At least this was
the mindset of the Afrika Korp that had been captured in the campaign in Africa at the
first part of the POW program. The Afrika Korp viewed themselves as superior to the
Americans (Hennes, 2004; Hoole, 1968). Crosby's recollections support this as he
discussed using POWs labor at his business during 1944 -1945 (1974).
Initially, Crosby described the respect he had for the first group of POWs Camp
Shelby sent to his lumber business in Picayune in 1944 because they were the Afrika
Korp. As such, they carried themselves proudly and worked hard. However, they would
only do exactly what the Geneva Conventions allowed -vocally disavowing any
departure from the rules. As the war progressed, Crosby described the next group of
POWs sent to him and the difference between the two groups. Whereas the Afrika Korp
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would not work beyond what was required, the next group that arrived in 1945 comprised
of older war-weary men who did not want Japan to win the war after Germany's loss
(Chain, 1999, p. 4; Crosby, 1974, p. 53; Horner, 1991 , p. 281). These men were willing
to do more because of this shift in views on the war. It was during this time that Crosby
had the POWs assist in loading ammunition boxes built by other workers at his factory.
Because these were boxes used to hold antipersonnel bombs, this would indicate
substantial relaxation (or even dismissal) of the rule regarding POWs use in war material
production by both Camp Shelby personnel and the POWs towards the end of the war
(Crosby, 1974, p. 53).
Another Hattiesburg citizen, Jimmy Mordica (1998) described the POWs he met
on Camp Shelby's base as a young newspaper salesperson in the following statement:
Most of the time they were happier than they were treated nice [sic]. But some of
them still tried to escape. We had one that escaped, and a friend of mine, I found
out later on, captured him out at Sunrise with a shotgun, but they escaped if they
could. But most of them were content to just live the war out there. Most of the
troops were fair to them. They were still treated like prisoners of war. They
weren't babying anyone. They had to do their own thing and tow the line. But
they really enjoyed it here better than they would in combat, I can assure you. (p.
19)
Work during the day kept the POWs busy, and the evenings also had plenty of
activities to keep the POWs occupied. The POWs .had access to films, they performed
plays and musicals, and many made crafts such as paintings and woodworks. Some
POWs preferred to use the time to beautify their living spaces - with many creating
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miniature landscaped spaces outside of the huts. They tended gardens and cultivated the
common areas in the compound to create an aesthetic appearance within the camp. They
also had sports -with their favorite being soccer. They created soccer leagues between
compounds and frequently had local tournaments between leagues. According to
Birdsong (1945), there were 45 soccer and handball teams, which comprised of about 500
POWs and about 80 percent of the POW population participating in some form of sports.
There was an average of 60 to 80 games played per month with the majority of POWs
attending to watch (p. 4).
The War Department made sure that each camp had an active library system with
an exchange system provided by the Red Cross and YMCA in order to keep titles current
(Birdsong, 1945, Addenda, p. 1). The Red Cross and YMCA also provided the men
access to textbooks -with the POWs having access to classroom instruction from the
beginning of the POW program in 1943 and some POWs earned certificates of
completion (Figure 11 ). Books, magazines and newspapers were censured of any Nazi
inclinations in all POW camps (Billinger, 2000, p. 142). The Camp Shelby POWs had a
newspaper, the Mississippi Post, published monthly and written in German but Germanspeaking American personnel inspected the paper prior to distribution for information
that needed censor. I did not translate the newspaper but I did have someone that is
knowledgeable in German assist me in reading it. Based on the copy given to me by
Camp Shelby, the newspaper frequently focused on the camp events with little
information of current events outside the camp. Mostly, it provided informal history
lessons on the United States and propaganda on (White) American life (Mississippi Post,
1946).
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Classes, such as American history and English were taught in the camp, too
(Birdsong, 1945, Addenda). It was through these classes and select entertainment (films,
books, and magazines) that the top-secret reeducation process into democratic views was
first introduced to the POWs in spring 1944 (Billinger, 2000, p. 140; Fiedler, 2003, p.
168). The procedure had to remain a secret because to indoctrinate POWs forcibly was
prohibited by the Geneva Convention (Billinger, 2000, p. 140).
The first step in the process was to remove any information that portrayed Nazism
in a positive way. The next step was to indoctrinate American ideals upon the POWs.
Magazines, newspapers, and films - any access to Americana and the American way were at the top of the order for the POWs. Through eradication of pro-Nazi materials and
prolific exposure to anti-Nazi and American lifestyles, the covert process of
normalization began without the knowledge of the citizens -even while public
accusations of "coddling" POWs were ongoing (Billinger, 2000, p. 150)
NCOs and higher-r~ng officers frequently were not cooperative and were
disdainful of the overwhelming affront to American identity and the negative portrayal of
Nazism to which they were subjected. The only officers that typically accepted what
they read as factual were those who had been "willing to work and were housed by
themselves in a different compound from the other NCOs" (Fiedler, 2003, p. 169).
During this same time, Camp Shelby had 262 NCOs and five officers, all working within
the compound on some level -whether in an advisory capacity or laboring with the lower
ranks. And they were likely cooperative to some degree with this status because Camp
Shelby had a "zero tolerance" policy toward subversive activities and the "No-Work, No
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Eat" policy they touted in their reports (Birdsong, 1945, p. 3; Headquarters Army
Services, Section H).
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Figure 13. Certificate of Completion of English Middle Class instruction for a former
POW at Camp Shelby. Original on file at Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp
Shelby, Mississippi.
POWs' access to local newspapers as well as publications such as the New York
Times ultimately proved the reeducation program's undoing as knowledge of the secret
program was eventually leaked to the public by the American press (Billinger, 2000, p.
153; Winschel, 1995, p. 332). At the same time that the reeducation program was leaked
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to the press, there were also announcements made about Germany's losses and the Allies'
successes in defeating Hitler. POWs in the camps still could not openly discuss the
possibility of defeat. Unfortunately, there were some subversives still present who had
managed to outwit the examination process meant to separate them and kept their
political leanings covert. These hidden POWs used any available opportunities to
manipulate and intimidate other POWs into resisting acceptance of the American
military's agenda. POWs used their knowledge to create strategies ofresistance to the
power hierarchy in Camp Shelby's administration and probably contributed to the demise
of the re-education program before it had a chance.
Resistance to the Disciplinary System
Foucault and Scott claimed resistance as part of biopolitics, but for different
outcomes. Foucault views knowledge as fundamentally tied to power and that power
creates knowledge with resistance as an active part in creating biopolitics (Foucault,
1995, p. 308). Scott claimed that 1<?owledge was not the defining factor as all parties
involved in power interplay knew what was happening (Scott, 1977b, p. 211). In the
case of whether the POWs knew what was happening to them in the reeducation effort, I
would have to agree with Scott's summation of knowledge and that the POWs only
resisted when the powering authority was perceived to endanger their survival and wellbeing (Scott, 1985, p. 301). In the studies by Scott, the peasants found ways to
undermine their feudal lords without leaving themselves open to punishment and I would
argue that the POWs conducted the same type of biopolitical resistance with symbolism
playing an integral part. For example, Scalia (1997, p. 319) and Ward (2007b, p. 481)
describes POWs using rocks to weigh down cotton sacks in order to achieve their daily
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weight quota in the field. Other incidents included German POWs' refusal to translate
orders from American guard personnel to other POWs in order to embarrass the
American guards (Kupsky, 2003). Still other forms ofresistance were POWs carving
swastikas on everything they had could -from tomatoes picked in the field to placing
roofing shingles in multiple colors to resemble a swastika on top of a hospital roof
(Gansberg,1977; Krammer, 1979).
Systems ofsabotage

Camp Shelby's military base has a long history as a training facility for soldiers.
During World War II, not only was the base large enough for tank-battle training, but it
also served as training facilities for multiple components of the military such as the air
command, ground command and even the Women's Army Corp (WAC) (Mississippi
Armed Forces Museum, 2011). The POWs inferred Camp Shelby's involvement in war
as a training facility, despite the best attempts of Camp Shelby's administration not to let
them know.
In the beginning, German NCOs perpetrated instances of sabotage to demonstrate
their displeasure about Camp Shelby administrators using POWs as tools for the Allied
war efforts (Boole, 1968, p. 44). Some POWs heard a rumor that the lake at Paul B.
Johnson State Park was being enlarged for the purpose of training American amphibious
tanks landings in preparation for going to Europe. The NCOs admonished the other
POWs that it was not being built as a free bathing resort as they had been told by the
Americans but its true purpose for amphibious training. Camp Shelby administrators
accused the NCOs of slowing down the other POWs and threatened the guilty NCOs with
segregation if the activity persisted (Boole, 1968, p. 44). I was unable to substantiate this
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rumor, but it demonstrates the German NCO's mindset to undermine American authority.
Incidents ofresistance continued at Camp Shelby despite the administration's best
efforts.
The administration sent unidentified German NCO with a group of POWs to an
Alabama peanut farm shortly after he arrived at Camp Shelby. The 442°d Japanese
Americans guarded these POWs while they were in Alabama. The NCO described the
miserable work conditions of his first work detail in peanut harvest and after he returned,
he immediately invoked his rights as an NCO under the Geneva Conventions not to
perform manual labor. Instead, he said Camp Shelby administrators ordered him to
supervise his soldiers that did not have that option. Some of the other POWs did not
receive the idea that NCOs were not required to work in anything more supervisory
positions too well. The NCOs were irritated with the other soldiers because as the POW
described it, they " weren't enlightened" (Hoole, 1968, p. 44). It is probable that the
enlightenment to which he w~s referring meant knowledge of what was going on around
them and how the POWs were being used to demonstrate American superiority.
The POW officer describes the slow isolation of the NCOs and other officers who
refused to cooperate with American authorities from the other POWs. In an entry dated
from October 24, 1943 - October 31, 1943, the officer describes the political atmosphere
in the POW camps:
They intensify our isolation ever more. It is no longer permissible to talk to
comrades who to an extent accompany us for years, who may have been together
with us in all war theaters in Europe; with these you can no longer talk. On top of
all that they put posters on the fence which point to the suppression of speaking.
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Now I have to ask myself; are we prisoners of war or criminals? (Hoole, 1968, p.
45)
Alienation is a tactic used in biopolitics to combat resistance. POWs used
alienation as one justification escape. Billinger (2000) claims that "would-be escapees"
typically fell into three types: "the individualists, the threatened, and the alienated" (p.
100). In the case of escapes at Camp Shelby, only the two were documented on record.
The first was described by Jimmy Mordica (1998, p. 19), with the POW being caught in
the Sunrise Community near Petal, MS - approximately 18 miles northeast of the POW
camp. Another escape attempt was in August 1945, with the POW being caught near
Sumrall ("Escaped" , l 945). Escapees would not likely get very far, first because money
was off-limits to POWS so they would have to barter with guards to get access to it.
Second, the identification on their clothing marked them as POWs. Third, native
Mississippians would immediately identify an escaped POW as soon as they spoke aloud.
When escape from camp was not an option, Camp Shelby's POWs learned to use
the infirmary as a method of escaping from work requirements. Each POW got a
complete physical exam and was assigned full , light, or no work -dependent upon his
physical condition (Birdsong, 1945, p. 6). An infirmary was available to POWs that had
mild ailments or injuries while in the camp. Birdsong (1945) noted that approximately
26.45% average days of work were lost to injuries and 14.58% were lost due to disease
(p. 7). Birdsong's use of percentages indicates Camp Shelby' s mindset of POWs as
workers and not as equals, even while claiming that the administration treated them
fairly. The numbers of lost days quoted by Birdsong seems an indication of POWs
continuing to slow down work progress as resistance to feeling coerced into doing it
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against their will. Billinger claimed that POWs would frequently harm themselves in
order to be relieved from working conditions that they considered harsh or unfair (2000,
p. 73). To combat this problem in the camps in Florida, administration moved the sick
call times to keep men from going to the infirmary instead of reporting for work
(Billinger, 2000, p. 79).
Unfortunately, some POWs used suicide as a drastic measure of escape from their
circumstances throughout the program period. There was only one suicide at Camp
Shelby during the POW program, because the POW did not want the government
repatriate him back to Germany after the war was over-with seventeen deaths at Camp
Shelby total (C. Daniels, personal communication, November 9, 2007). The other sixteen
were due to injuries from the war, sickness, or accidents (C. Daniels, Director,
Mississippi Armed Forces Military Museum, personal communication, November 9,
2007). Camp Shelby administrators buried the deceased POWs in a small cemetery on
Camp Shelby until after the war when they were exhumed and their bodies returned to
Germany.
Camp Shelby administrators allowed the POWs to conduct funeral ceremonies for
each POW following the protocol accorded by the deceased POW's military rank.
During the ceremony, the POWs at Camp Shelby were permitted to drape a swastika flag
over the closed casket; before someone - presumably a POW - removed, the flag from the
top of the casket before it was lowered into the ground (see Figure 12). A similar funeral
was conducted at Crossville in 1943 with the swastika flag draped over the casket
(Kupsky, 2003). It is interesting to note from other sources that use of the swastika was
barred from many camps after May 9, 1945 as a symbol ofrebellion (Homer, 1991, p.
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279). Based on the evidence in the photo of the funeral service, it appears that Camp
Shelby's POWs had relaxed rules regarding the acceptance of swastikas at some point of
the program, but I do not know exactly when.

Figure 14. Photograph of POW funeral ceremony. Photograph courtesy of Armed
Forces Military Museum at Camp Shelby.
The swastika symbol prior to WWII had symbolic meaning in some Native
American cultures as a symbol of peace in the Southeastern United States' prehistory.
With its adaptation during WWII by the Nazis, the connotation behind its use came to
symbolize evil to Americans (Kupsky, 2003). This makes the discovery of such a symbol
dug in the ground at Camp Shelby seem odd. The area where the swastika is located was
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near quarters for American officers during WWII. Based on information from historic
maps, Camp Shelby had not developed the land or it still had trees and shrubs to make it
appear so. The swastika is large enough that planes can see it from the air. It also has a
v-shaped wedge with the point in the cardinal direction of the POW camp located
approximately one mile away. Based on incidents regarding swastika at other POW
camps, was it possible the German POWs dug this swastika?
In telephone interviews conducted with Camp Shelby's Cultural Resource
Specialist and in trying to determine correlation with the swastika on the hill, we
inadvertently realized something that may had been previously overlooked (McCarty,
personal communication, 2011). A pump house identified as Pump House No. 9 is
located near the area in question. This pump house was located directly west of the
feature and within easy access to the swastika. Birdsong (1945) reported the Water
Department used ten POWs on Camp Shelby base to lay water and sewer lines
throughout the entire compound (p. 11 ). This would likely include building pump houses
to distribute water from the officers' quarters and the other quarters located nearby to the
treatment facility located further west of the site.
Located in a remote area except for a few living quarters, this area was far enough
away from camp to limit travel to and from the POW camp during work hours. To
conserve work time, the POWs would probably bring their lunches with them and eat
near their work sites. Birdsong' s attention to work hours supports this notion. In
addition, POWs were guarded were under "Calculated Risk Policy" - which meant they
guarded themselves when possible (Birdsong, 1945, p. 9). At the time the pump house
was constructed, circa 1946, POWs on base were considered low risk based on the
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examination process and were likely not guarded by American guards. In addition, the
pump house construction correlates with the dates of the POW program. If the POWs
built the pump house and were not guarded by American guards, it is highly plausible
that POWs could have traveled to the next ridge for lunches and breaks and dug the
swastika. Unfortunately, I have nothing conclusive on record to indicate that this is what
actually happened and thus can only infer the possibility based on other evidence of
resistance and subversion in the POW camp. ·

Fear of being harmed-a letter from a Camp Shelby POW
At the beginning of the POW program, the War Department actively sought
subversive activities in the POW camps through interviews conducted by the Provost
Marshal Generals Office (PMGO). The representative conducted these interviews
separately from Camp Shelby's reports to ensure that Camp Shelby was not only
following POW policy but also to ensure that they were separating out those POWs
deemed as subversives. A report posted after December 13, 1944 and discussed
segregation of the soldiers based on political activity (Headquarters Army Services,
Section H).
According to the document, 69 POWs were sent to Camp Alva, Oklahoma
because of subversive activities. The implication is that these POWs were Nazis and
deemed intolerable by Camp Shelby. The POW camp representative being interviewed
claimed that the military personnel records on all POWs were kept up to date and that
there were no organized political trends observed. However, the interviewer also noted
that the POW spokesperson was anti-Nazi in his political standing -thus giving the
impression that such views were acceptable to the administration. When asked if any
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POWs were carrying on subversive activities, the answer written by hand was that none
was detected (Headquarters Army Services, Section H). However, based upon the
excerpt from a letter detailed below, it would seem that there was subversive activity to
the accepted American military standards. The subversive POWs' use of intimidation is
a form of extreme discipline (Welch, 2009, p. 11).
Despite the lack of documentation of such in camp reports, a letter dated 14
December 1946 from Mr. Fritz Sauer, a former POW at Camp Shelby, hints at possible
subversive activities in Camp Shelby (see Figure 15). In it he asks for a letter of
testimony to the German DeNazification Board stating he was vocal about his anti-Nazi
views while in captivity despite the political view he said was in the camp:
The Nazis in the camp threadened [sic] me even to kill me. I'd ask you to give
me a certificate especially about the last fact insofar you could still remember.
You'll probably also remember that I signed before you volunteering to fight
against Japan. I remember still your words: "Sauer, I hope it will help you to get
home much sooner." I say it once more again that no opportunism made me think
the way I did because I otherwise would not have exposed me to the danger to be
killed by my own German fellow PWs when the war was over.
Based upon sources like Hennes (2009) and Kupsky (2003 ), I have to wonder if perhaps
what put him in danger was not so much that he was vocal in his anti-Nazi sentiment, but
that he may have been too vocal in his anti-German views. However, this might be
simply an issue of failure to follow the deviants, too. If the incidents occurred while the
reeducation was ongoing, it could also demonstrate resistance to the process as well as
deviant groups forming within the POW ranks. Both sources described incidents where
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POWs openly pessimistic about Germany's outcome of the war were typically labeled as
traitors and collaborators with the American guards - thereby intimidating other POWs
into submission to suit the deviants' purposes (Kupsky 2003).

Frit z SAUER

I,

(13 a) ··c oBDRG

Ke t sc herigas s e ·· 6
.Bavar1 a;Germaey
U. S.Zone

1 4 December 1946
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me a l ong on my way to the .special trai ning school Fort Getty ,
R. I. ,wher e I att ended t he Admi nistr ation School of' war Dept • ..
At t a e same time I'd like to ask you a big favor.For our Denazifi catio~ Board I'd need a testimony in t he form of' an
a ff i davit on my political a tt i tude in captivity.I am sure
t hat inter pr eter Krauss did i nform you about a l l the circucistances
and needs which I had on grounds of my opposition to the Nazis.
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Respectfully

FRITZ SAUER
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Figure J5. Scanned copy of letter from former POW requesting letter of coi:n~liance
from Camp Shelby for the De-Nazification Board in post-war ~e1:11~ny .. Ongmal letter
on file at Mississippi Armed Forces Museum, Camp Shelby, M1ss1ss1pp1.
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Summary
At the beginning of this project, I thought that Camp Shelby POWs would be
receptive to Camp Shelby's normalization process because they appeared to be docile
bodies that had been selected through exclusion from corruption through isolation and
transfer of subversive POWs who did not fit into the mission of re-education at Camp
Shelby. By removing the threats, my initial thought was that the POWs would accept the
biopolitical process of re-education without resistance. What I actually found was a
biopolitical arena as the American government attempted to enforce its political agenda
of White American democracy.
Once overt threats were seemingly removed from the camp, POWs seemed
receptive to the reeducation process until they gathered knowledge of what was
occurring. The POWs either ignored or did not know the hierarchy of power and
resistance measures available to them and thus did not pursue adamant resistance to the
re-education program that was placed on them during their internment at Camp Shelby.
Coincidentally, they also felt the American government carried a hypocritical perception
of the Nazi ideology because the POWs witnessed firsthand the racial oppression of
Blacks and others created by Jim Crow rules. Eventually, as they gained knowledge of
what their role was to be - subservient ambassadors to the American government, they
balked. As such, they perpetuated resistance to the process that was being pressed upon
them, through overt measures initially and then graduating to covert resistance in order to
avoid punishment. Concurrent with this widespread resistance, the re-education agenda
was eventually dropped from the POW program.
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In Chapter V, discussion of the project continues with respect to limitation in the
research, potential future studies and a final recap of the project.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Discussion
Academics debate how knowledge plays a role in biopolitics, but the focus should
be only in studying the relationships between forming and transforming norms and the
potential for manipulation and marginalization (Foucault, 1977/1995; Digeser, 1992, p.
990). By studying the three areas of biopolitics in discipline studies -observation,
examination, and normalization -modes of resistance can be seen thus lessening the
likelihood of corruption to discipline being introduced (Foucault, 1977/ 1995, p. 265).
Foucault used prison systems as his model for study because he felt that modem society
was transitioning toward such a paradigm with its focus on detention, transformation, and
correction as well as its reliance on institutions to act as the authority of control for the
population (Foucault, 1995, p. 233). Prisoner of war camps are similar to criminal
prisons and other penal groups i.n that the POW is confined to a limited space for a period
and unable to fully control what happens to them. Authorities also subjected them to
control through labor.
Using Camp Shelby as the focus of study, biopolitics and forms of resistance were
studied in a controlled setting. POWs at Camp Shelby were subjected to observation,
normalization and examination constantly while interned there. Overt resistance to
control occurred only when it benefitted the subjected POW to keep them from being
marginalized more than they already were as POWs. The POWs allowed manipulation
by Americans when it benefitted the POW -thereby supporting Scott's claim that the
POWs had active knowledge of their subjectification. Resistance took form in refusal to
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work, escape, and the use of symbolic gestures - such as use of the swastika - as a means
of demeaning the Americans. However, this only happened in a few cases, with the
majority of the POWs not resisting their subjectivity to the American government
because troublemakers had previously been removed and sent elsewhere. After all, they
had food, shelter, and were not subjected to the ravages of war-circumstances of which
they were fully aware based on access to American media.
In answer to the question as to whether re-education of the German POWs
worked, the answer is I do not know. Some discussion has included the successes of the
POW re-education while others tout it as an abysmal failure (Kupsky, 2003; Moskowitz,
1946, p. 535; Wald, 1980). Unfortunately, we may never know, as once German POWs
were returned to Germany they found it divided into two distinct forms of government
(Biess, 1999). This division lasted until the 1990s and the country is still trying to
assimilate the two sides in the present (Borneman, 1993). Was there rebellion in the
German POW camp? Absolutely, as.I hope I have documented in previous chapters.
Implications for Future Study
Future studies of biopolitics in POW systems would benefit from this study.
Because this is one of the first specific studies of its kind, areas for future study include
comparative studies of biopolitics in other POW systems in general. It could also be
expanded to an historical examination of how POW biopolitics has evolved from the
perspective of each World War until present day POW biopolitics and the inclusion of
citizens as "POWs." Finally, the use of symbolism as a form of resistance should play an
important aspect in future biopolitical studies of POWs.
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Comparative studies of biopolitics in POW camps during World War II might
assist in the greater picture of POW studies and help explain contrasting views by
veterans. There could be differences based on the regions, education levels of guards, or
possibly for interaction with the local communities. These aspects were not researched in
this thesis, but they could be incorporated into other future studies.
An historical examination of biopolitics and resistance in warfare and how it has
changed since World War II might offer better insight into why citizens are now included
in being labeled as POWs -even while never experiencing combat. Part of this is due to
warfare shifting from face-to-face combat to acts of terrorism (Welch, 2009). Other
reasons include how its veterans remember WWII. Some veterans have nostalgic
memories of the war and being a POW (Buggish, 2009; Hennes, 2010, Scalia, 1997, p.
327), while others do not (Drash, Gutierrez, &Weisfeldt, 2008). However, this nostalgia
is not being passed on to the youth with variations of acceptance of authority and
biopolitics are already in process of study (Schneider, 2004). Additionally, is the struggle
as to how to conceptualize Germany's role in government and the possibility of a mutated
form of democratic thought and fascist tendency (Olick, 1998)
By studying Camp Shelby' s POW camp, the importance of symbolism in
biopolitics became fully apparent. It was not just in the transition of meaning for the
swastika symbol, but also the impact of the human body as the symbol to biopolitics.
First, let us discuss the role of the swastika in German POW biopolitics. The swastika
symbol used by the POWs held substantial meaning as a symbol of evil to the Americans
once the concentration camps were discovered (Homer, 1991; Krammer, 1979). As such,
all efforts to eradicate the swastika's existence from anything that was connected to
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Camp Shelby took on new importance and have continued to present day. By the time I
did research for this project at the Armed Forces Military Museum at Camp Shelby, I had
personally seen the swastika in the woods. Yet, when I asked about it, I was informed
that it did not exist - and even if it did exist, German POWs did not do it. In truth,
nothing in the records to indicate it was the German POWs who dug the swastika.
Conversely, there is also nothing in the records to indicate the German POWs did not do
it. Nevertheless, it does exist and it has symbolic meaning for someone as an attempt to
marginalize or intimidate -whether it was dug by German POWs or by a local citizen.
Future studies into the role of the swastika as a symbol of intimidation or marginalization
within WWII POW camps would definitely be beneficial.
Secondly, German POWs' physical bodies were used as symbols of circumstance.
Refusing to perform physical labor was the number one form of resistance used by
German POWs in research for this project. POWs that were required to do physical labor
under the Geneva Conventions found ways to circumvent this requirement whether
through outright refusal, feigned illness, or self-injury. By the same conviction, refusal to
work was rewarded with being given bread and water only. Additionally, these
circumstances were not isolated to Camp Shelby's POWs and were the same in other
POW camps. Future studies of POW camps could include the importance of symbolism
in biopolitics in order to understand the broader implications in the history of the camps.
Limits of Research
The areas of limitation in this research included biases, linguistic boundaries,
economic impairments, and geographic scopes of the project. While this would seem an
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insurmountable list of limitations, I still felt that I could produce a meaningful
contribution to the study of biopolitics and create a new avenue for future research.
In terms of bias, the limitations were in what was written as well as what was not
written. Galloway stated, "Historic record can be manipulated and thus limits what can
be done with it" (Galloway, 2006, p. 8). Her ideas revolved around what she termed "the
principles of exclusion" where the author or source "did not write about it or did not
notice the event; did notice but did not understand it; or did notice and did write about it
but record was lost" (Galloway, 2006, p. 8). To confront this limitation, Galloway says
that we should look at the context the article was created in and what voices it is
supposed to represent so that we can see what might not be readily observed.
As part of my research, I used oral histories from POWs who were kept at Camp
Shelby as well as other camps in the U.S. Because these were interviews conducted by
professors or students, these interviews may hold more weight than those that would have
been gleaned through interviews with military officials. Frequent interrogation of the
POW was conducted during the war in an effort to glean what information the POW had
of future attacks and may have been intimidating to the POW. Because professors and
students were not seeking military secrets or leading them, the POW would likely have
been more forthcoming with information -even that which might be political -than if
they had been interviewed while detained. Contrastingly, information from interviews
during the war with Red Cross officials or the War Department reports would likely glean
only the information that would benefit the POW's circumstances at the time.
For example, the insert by Colonel Birdsong on the War Department reports states
that the POWs were not coerced to answer positively in any way by the soldiers -a
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statement that immediately invokes an opposite response from the reader than was likely
intended - that is, I was wary that there actually was a possibility that the POWs might
have been coerced. Similarly, even positivist information from recent data could be
considered susceptible due to the "Cult of Nostalgia" created by Germany through its
skewed acknowledgment of its participation in World War II (Enssle, 1993; Mommsen,
1983, p. 560).
Information about resistance was limited due to the controversial views of such
studies on prisoners of war during the war. Record keeping by the War Department was
usually well adhered and up-to-date. After all, the POWs that were kept in America were
the lifeline for those American soldiers kept in Germany. As such, any information,
regarding resistance or skirmishes were likely kept as far under the radar as possible so as
not to draw attention -and may not have been written down at all. Indeed the records that
I found on the POWs at Camp Shelby minimalized the shipments of fanatical Nazis to
Oklahoma to numbers in a column. ·It is only in knowing what type of camp that Camp
Alva, Oklahoma had that I realized what the implications of that shipment meant.
Linguistic limitations to this project were apparent from the start of this project, as
I do not read German. Therefore, any research that I had was either written natively in
English or had been previously translated into English. I realized that using translated
material on added another bias into the equation but it was an acceptable risk. As well, I
did ask for assistance in translations from German speaking friends when necessary to
ensure translation was correct. Items that could not be translated were not used except as
what I have demonstrated as evidence of correspondence from German POWs and their
families.
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Figure 16. Cover letter for Camp Reports by Col. Birdsong describing following Articles
of the Geneva Convention. Report on file at the Mississippi Armed Forces Museum,
Camp Shelby, Mississippi.

Economic limitations for the research were a big factor in restricting this project.
When I had first started research for this project, I had access to all the information that I
would use for this project. However, like any aspiring graduate student, I wanted access
to more information. Those materials were located at the National Archives in Virginia
near Washington, D. C. To get the materials shipped to me would have cost over $1500
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just for the paper records available. The Archives staff, similar to all staff, is extremely
underfunded and understaffed, so to order material for Camp Shelby, I had to order
everything from the War Department records that mention Camp Shelby because they

could not spend the time to sort it out. Ifl had traveled to Washington D. C. it would
have cost just as much and double for the travel.
The geographical limitations were the largest factor in hindering research as most
pertinent information concerning Camp Shelby were not kept at Camp Shelby. Instead,
they were mixed with other camp records at the National Archives in W.ashington D. C.
They were not separated from the other records either, and there was not an adequate
electronic system in place to make searching for information easy. Also, information
from camps were not even centrally located just at the National Archives but were spread
between the United States and some were even in Europe.
Loss of data would be the single most pressing issue now hindering further
research on this subject. Information pertaining to the POWs was not always written
down and as such is lost in time. In addition, as stated previously, POWs are not getting
younger and many have not given interviews to their experiences or are even aware of the
renewed interest in their stories. On top of that, POWs that may still be alive may not
have agile memories or may suffer from impaired memories of that time. Some may be
reluctant to be interviewed, especially if they had a negative experience while kept as a
prisoner. This lack of information has a possibility of skewing data and thus the picture
from the past may never be complete.
The romanticizing of the war by German POWs was a way of creating a block of
bad memories that may or may not have happened during the war and has been carried
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through to the present. For example, POWs are no longer referred to as prisoners but
instead are referred to as detainees -this softening of their status name is intended to
mask the effects of using a harsh term like prisoner which implies one who is a derelict
from society. The term detainee makes the trial seem less harsh and the person detained
more of someone like us.
World War II veterans are dying or suffer from impaired memories making
information gathering difficult. World War II happened 70 years ago with many of the
German POWs being captured around 1943. These soldiers would have been in their late
teens (eighteen at best) or early twenties, making the likelihood of finding them alive and
in good mental capacity to interview a slim possibility. As a result, most information
garnered from interviews came from those found in the newspapers and journals located
in McCain Library. Another good source of information was the Oral History program
sponsored by the University of Southern Mississippi. These archived interviews were
what I used as supporting information for this project. Unfortunately, the information is
severely limited to what the interviewer asked and the answers given by the interviewee many times not pertaining to the scope of information I was looking to find. The result
was that many times I had to fill in information from other sources of known activities in
other camps to have a clearer understanding of life at Camp Shelby for a POW.
Summary
For all outward appearances, Camp Shelby's POW camp gave the impression that
it was well guarded by the imposing guard towers and high fences built around the
perimeter. Inside, the camp gave the docile appearance of peaceful coexistence. Photos
of the camp demonstrate neat little huts lined in a row. Flower gardens and well-
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manicured lawns kept up by the POWs complete the picturesque idea of tranquility
within. However, this fa9ade only demonstrated one side of the biopolitical struggle
occurring there. At first glance, very few would understand that there was a covert battle
occurring with two warring ideologies -the American identity versus German identity.
The American identity incorporated the democratic ideal - an ephemeral dream
that never existed in reality, while German identity represented what the POWs knew as
their reality. It may be that the re-education efforts failed because there was never an
education in the first place. Rather, the only education the Germans experienced while at
Camp Shelby was an experiential one that incorporated blatant marginalization of the
Other (Blacks and Japanese Americans) while at the same time duplicitous of Germans
for doing much of the same thing overseas.
Camp Shelby wanted to give the outward appearance of being ever watchful of its
charge. Doing so would dispel curious on-lookers because access to the camp was
denied except for those who were supposed to be there. It would reassure the local public
that did know about the camp that there was no resistance from the POWs because of the
images of the guns focused downward toward the POWs within the camps. Moreover, it
served to warn the POWs that escape was futile and any attempts at such would create the
need for discipline.
Using observation, normalization, and examination, Camp Shelby thought that it
had selected POWs that would not resist against biopolitical control created via the War
Department's adherence to the Articles of the Geneva Convention. Selection of mostly
lower ranking enlisted men and few officers was supposed to limit resistance by creating
an egalitarian group of men with little knowledge of the war outside and were thereby
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easier to methods of reeducation to democratic thought in the hopes of carrying those
views back to rebuild Germany. Efforts at such manipulation were thwarted after the
Germans gained knowledge of their potential role and resisted any further efforts,
summarily dismantling the reeducation effort and any further manipulation by American
hands that threatened their peaceful existence at Camp Shelby.
Once the German POWs were sent back to Germany, many found that experience
in the war frequently paved the way for their futures. Those that were sent to East
Germany had to live with communism and under authoritarian rule by an incorporated
Russia -and therefore subjectification again but under a different biopolitical system.
Those sent to West Germany had to create a democracy separate from the United States,
Britain, or France. It would be interesting to find out how many former POWs had a
hand in its creation.
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